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Absentee,Special Ballot ApplicationsAvailable
Calloway...County registered voters
who will not be able to get to the polls
for the May 26 Democratic Primary
Election have a few more days in
which to apply for absentee ballots.
Absentee ballots may be used by
'registered voters who will be absent
from the county on Election Day or

who move from the county during the
time registration is closed. In the latter case, the voter may vote at his
former precinct either in person or by
absentee ballot.
Special ballots are provided for
registered voters who cannot get to
the polls because of physical disabili-

MATH WINNER — Tracey Beyer, left, of Murray High School is the
first place winner of the second annual Kentucky High School
Mathematics Contest. Miss Beyer, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Louis
Beyer, competed with 777 students from 26 schools in the event
sponsored by the Kentucky Council of Teachers of Mathematics.
Presenting the award is Brenda Maddox, Murray High math teacher.

Ex-Hubbard Aides Admit Wrongdoing

ty er which requires a physician's
verification)or because they are being held in jail awaiting trial.
Applications for absentee and
special ballots must be obtained from
the county clerk's office by Tuesday,
May 19, seven days before the election. Individuals may apply in person
or by mail for themselves, their
spouses or their children.
All ballots must be mailed to the
county clerk and received by 3 p.m.
Election Day.
Any voter who has been mailed an
absent voter's ballot but who is in his
voting precinct on Election Day May
cancel his absent ballot and vote in
person if he applies to the county
clerk's office at least seven days prior
to Election Day and returns the
absent ballot, according to county
clerk Marvin Harris.
Campaigning, which has been going
at a hectic pace for the past month,
has picked up during the last few days
before the election.
Squaring off in the battle for mayor
of Murray are present Mayor Melvin
B. Henley, vying for a second term,
and former mayor Holmes Ellis. Ellis
served as mayor for four terms from
1958 through 1973.

Johnson, former executive vice president of the Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce, and sheriff
Max Morris. Mrs. Wilson, who was
formerly deputy clerk, was named
clerk after the April death of clerk
Frances Shea.
County clerk Harris is receiving opposition in his re-election bid from Billy Joe Kingins.
Two local attorneys are opposing
Calloway County attorney Max
Parker for that office. Steve Sanders
and Mark Blankenship will face
Parker in the Primary Election.
Incumbent Huel "Wimpy" Jones is
facing opposition from Dan Bazzell in
the race for jailer. Bazzell is presently
a Calloway Fiscal Court magistrate.
Neither coroner Tommy Walker nor
property valuation administrator
Charles Hale have opposition in their
bids for re-election.
In the race for Fifth District state
representative, incumbent Freed
Curd of Murray is being opposed by
Harvey Ellis of Murray. The Fifth
District covers Calloway County and
a portion of Trigg County.
Three attorneys, two from Murray
and one from Benton, are seeking the
post of District Judge in the 42nd
Judicial District, which includes
Calloway County judge-executive Calloway and Marshall counties. Sid
Robert 0. Miller is opposed for re- Easley, who now holds that post,
election by George Weaks, who ran decided not to seek re-election.
unsuccessfully for the office in 1977.
Assistant county attorney David
Four persons are vying for the Buckingham of Murray,city attorney
sheriff's office. Councilman Bill J. William Phillips of Murray and
Bailey, deputy sheriff David Eaten- Marshall County District Court trial
tine, Jerry Pendergrass, and former commissioner Pal G. Howard of Bensheriff Maurice Wilson are in the ton have filed for the judicial position.
race.
The district judge's race, unlike any
Circuit court clerk Ann Paschall of the other races, is non-partisan.
Wilson is being opposed by James L. Deinocrats, Republicans and In•IZ

dependents may select a candidate
In District 2, incumbent Gil Hopson
from the three who have filed. The top is opposed by Ralph Durwood Lovett,
two candidates will be selected in May Woodrow Rickman and Lowe B.
from the three and those candidates Valentine.
will then oppose each other in the
Ralph Bogard and Paul W. Redden
November General Election.
are facing incumbent Billy Erwin for
The commonwealth's attorney post
magistrate of District 3.
for the same judicial district is being
The magisterial post of District 4,,
sought by incumbent commonwealth's attorney Ron nuw represented by Bazzell, is being
Christopher of Murray and former contested by Charles Coleman, T. L.
assistant commonwealth's attorney Eckerdt, Jim D. Irby, Dan Miller,
Jamie Potts and J. H. "Josh" Tabers
Michael D. Ward of Benton.
Nineteen persons are in the race for Sr.
The 11 city precincts and corresponthe 12 positions on the Murray City
Council. Two of the 19 are ding polling places are: No. 1 .— cour.thouse; No. — city hall; No. 3 —
Republicans.
Council incumbents who have filed Murray Middle School; No. 4 —
are Loyd B. Arnold, Mac Fitts, Dwain Taylor Chevrolet; No. 5 —
William R. Furches, Ruby Hale, Murray State University fieldhouse;
Howard Koenen, C. C. Lowry, J. Har- No. 6 — MSU Pogue Library; No. 7 —
Robertson Elementary School; No. 8
diman Nix and Steve Sammons.
Former councilmen in the race are — Murray Area Vocational School;
Billy J. Balentine and John Ed Scott, No. 9 — Army Reserve Building
who also served as mayor from 1974 to (Center Drive behind Boston Tea Party; No. 10 — Navy Recruiting Office
1977.
Newcomers vying for the posts are (Bel-Air Shopping Center; and No. 11
Robert Downs, Keith Hays, David — House of Thousands Fox Meadows
Hill, Art Jewell, Ralph McCuiston, L. Trailer Court).
D. Miller and Gary Rowland.
County precincts and polling places
Two Republicans, Jan Heller and are: Almo — Imes Store; Calloway —
Tommy Sanders, will face the 12 Calloway County High School;
Democratic council primary winners Clayton Creek — East Elementary
on the November General Election School; COldWater — Kenneth and
ballot.
June's Store; Dexter — Dexter ComThe four magisterial positions are munity Center; Faxon. — Burkeen's
being sought by 19 candidates. Six Grocery; Harris Grove — Southwest
persons are running in District 1, four Elementary School; Hazel — Hazel
in District 2, three in District 3, and City Hall; Jackson — Woodmen of the
six in District 4:
World building, Kirksey; Kirksey —
Tommy Bogard, present District 1 Woodmen of the World building,
magistrate, is being opposed for re- Kirksey; Lynn Grove — Lynn Grove
election by Willis Odell Colson, Clyde School; New Concord — McClure's
B. Hale, James R. Hornbuckle, Froger Garage; and Providence - Herndon
D. Hudson and L. W."Dub" Lyons.
Seed Mill.

Committees Ready
For Charity Ball

Staffers Gave Inaccurate Info
PADUCAH ( AP) — Rep. Cr II
Hubbard, D-Ky., said that two 61
former staff members had admitted
"telling inaccurate fiction" -to a
reporter_
The statement by Hubbard, who has
been the subject of news accounts saying his use of congressional staff
members may have violated House
rules, was released Friday by his administrative assistant, Jim Kanouse.
The former staffers, who were not
identified, plan to give written
statements "to that effect" to Hubbard and his attorneys, the statement
said.
Kanouse said Hubbard would have
no further comment.
Hubbard, arriving in Paducah late
Friday afternoon for a tour of his west
Kentucky district, reiterated that he
would make no public comment about
the newsstories.
A May 8 story by Lonnie Rosenwald
of State News Service quoted former
Hubbard staff members, who were

not identified, as saying the Mayfield
Democrat -misused subcommittee
funds and personnel" in his reelection campaign last year.
"These two former staff members
say they were encouraged to give Ms.
Rosenwald damaging information
about Congressman Hubbard with the
assurance their names would never
be used by any newspapers," the
statement released by Kanouse said.
The controversy arose last week
When some of Hubbard's former
Capitol Hill employees charged that
he made them work on political fundraising material for his re-election
campaign.
They said they were forced to write
and answer personal letters for Hubbard in order to keep their jobs.
Claire Bernstein, who was a staff
assistant on Hubbard's Panama
Canal and Outer Continental Shelf
subcommittee, said she wrote to
House Speaker Thomas P. "Tip"
O'Neill and the House Ethics Commit-

tee on April 17 charging that Hubbard
"misused subcommittee funds and
personnel."
The Courier-Journal in Louisville
has quoted former Hubbard
employees as saying Hubbard used
Capitol Hill workers to address invitations to a Hubbard fund-raiser and used office workers for campaign purposes.
Soon after the State News Service
story
appeared, Hubbard's
Washington office released a state
ment in which Hubbard called the
report "inaccurate, malicious,
ridiculous and libelous."
The statement said Hubbard had
contacted the National News Council
about filing a "written complaint
about this shabby piece.of journalism."
Hubbard's press secretary, Lowell
Atchley, has said Hubbard will comment on the stories "at an appropriate
time and in an appropriate forum."

SCOUT DONATION — The Murray Rotary Club donated $200 to
Boy Scout Troop 13. Club president Gene Schanbacher (left) presented the check to troop scoutmaster Larry Doyle (middle) while Dick
Tebbetts, Chickasaw District executive, looked on. Schanbacher saki
the boy scouts is one of many local activities that the Rotary Club
supports.

Committees of volunteers have
been preparing for more than three
months for the Charity Ball Ma:' 30 at
the Murray State University Cel(ter. Co-chairmen of the 17th annual ball
are . Sarah Bryan and Ellie
Christopher. Proceeds from ticket
sales benefit the Murray-Calloway
County Comprehensive Care Center.
Committees and chairmen planning
the ball are decorations, Ann Kelly
Bolin and Terry Quertermpus; food,
Mary Bartlett and Ann Uddberg ;
poster contest, Joy Waldrop and Pat
Seiber; tickets, Pete Lancaster and
Vickie Travis; and publicity, Karen
Covington and Debbie Wattier.
Tickets may still be ordered by call- _
ing the ticket chairmen.
Local businesses have helped Charity Ball promotion by displaying
posters made by school children
depicting the theme of the 17th annual
charity ball: "An Evening in the
Bluegrass." Businesses also have
helped by donating goods and services
to assist the ball.

Bossing One Of 141 In Nation

MHS Senior Named Presidential Scholar

REGIONAL CHAMPS — Members of the Murray High baseball team
celebrate its 4-3 win over Livingston Central in the finals of the
regional baseball tournament Friday. The Tigers, 18-9 for the season,
will advance to the substate next week in Owensboro.(See related
story and photos on Pages8 and 9.)
_

Pope Spends Quiet Night;
Signs 'Stable, Satisfactory'
ROME (AP) — Pope John Paul II
woke up early today and prayed after
passing a quiet night, but his doctors
warn it will be at least a week before
they can safely predict a full recovery
from his gunshot wounds.

Giuseppe Pallank, chief press
spokesman at Rome's Gemelli
Policlinic° Hospital, told reporters
the pontiff slept peacefully and woke
at6 a.m. — midnight EDT.
The latest medical bulletin today
said the pope's vital signs were
Meanwhile, prosecutors and police "stable and satisfactory" with his
Investigators said they believe ac- temperature at 100.4 degrees. It said
complices helped the pontiff's would- the pope rested for many hours during
be assassin, possibly by paying For his the night without any sedatives and
tiavels around Europe.
the abdomen was not painful or tense.

Lewis Bossing, valedictorian of the
Murray High School senior class, has
been named as one of 141 Presidential
Scholars from among more than 3
million graduating seniors throughout
the nation.
The White House and the Commission on Presidential Scholars made
the announcement.
Bossing, the son of pr. and Mrs.
Lewis Bossing of 1705 Olive, will
travel to Washington, D.C., June 9-11
to be honored by Congressional
representatives, educators and by
others in public life. At a White House
ceremony, Bossing will be awarded
the Presidential Scholars medallion
commemorating his designation as a
Scholar by the President of the United
States.
Bossing was notified in March that
he was among 1,000 American
students to be a finalist in the program.
Bossing, who is also a National
Merit Scholar, is enrolled in Northwestern University's school of
speech for the fall semester. He is the
recipient of a National Merit Scholarship from the Eaton Corp. and is
undecided as to his career plans.
He has received the Daughters of
the American Revolution "Good
Citizen" award and was named "Most
Likely To Succeed" by his,class. He
has also been elected 'Ito the National
Honor Society.

One young man and one young
woman from each state, the District
of Columbia, and Puerto Rico are
chosen on the basis of SAT and ACT
test scores and other supporting
material. Two students are chosen
from families of U.S. citizens living
abroad,and 15 students are chosen at
large. Twenty students are chosen for
recognition on the basis of their
achievements in the visual or performing arts or in creative writing.
Selection is based on numerous fac-

tors in addition to .academic excellence, such as achievement in the
visual and performing arts and
creative writing, demonstrated
leadership ability, contribution of
energy and creativity to school and
community, and achievement in the
sciences and other fields of interest.
The independent judgment of the
members of the Commission on
Presidential Scholars with the concurrence of the President of the United
States,determines the final selection.

In• side today
Lewis Bossing
Bossing participated last year and
will this year in the National Forensics League national tournament. He
also took first place in oral proficiency in Spanish at the 1980 Kentucky
State Foreign Language Festival.
In addition, he is president of the
Speech Club, president of the Young
Actors Guild,on the board of directors
of the Murray-Calloway County Community .Theatre and has studied
modern dance.
The Presidential Scholars program,
which was established more than 17
years ago, identifies the most
distinguished and accomplished
graduating high school seniors in the
nation.
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partly cloudy
Partly cloudy today and tonight
with highs today in the mid 70s
and lows tonight in the mid 50s.
Increasing cloudiness Sunday
and continued warm with highs in
the mid to upper 70s.
Light and variable winds today
becoming southerly 5 to 15 mph
tonight and sunday.
Extended Forecast
There will be a good chance for
rain Monday through Wednesday.
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Community rxents Are

Saturday, May 1$
Cardiopulmonary
resuscitation (CPR) Classes
by the Red Cross will be
from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. For information call 753-1421.
Third night of "Second
Season" will be presented at
8 p.m. by the Community
Theatre at the Old Freight
Depot, Murray-Calloway
Park.

Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun. 2:00
Cheri & Cine
All Seats $1.50

7 I,9 00

2 . 00 Sat., Sun.

THER('S SOMETHING TO RE
FRIGHTENED ABOUT'

Ends Thur.
Sat.Sun-

Thru Thur.
10

Kentucky Little Miss,Kentucky Miss Preteen, and
Kentucky Miss Junior Teen
Pageants, sponsored by Tau
Phi Lambda Sorority,
Woodmen of the World, will
be at 1:30 p.m. at Lovett
Auditorium, Murray State.
Tickets at $2 for adults and
$1 for students, 6 to 12, will
be on sale at the door.

Alcoholics Anonymous and
Alanon will meet at 8 p.m. at
Murray High School senior
the west end of the Livestock
class baccalaureate service
and Exposition Center:
will be at First Baptist
Plant sale will be held Church at 8 p.m.
from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. at
Monday,May 18
Senior Citizens Greenhouse.
Willing Workers Class of
Square and round dancing Sinking Spring Baptist
will be held at 7:30 p.m. at Church will meet at the
the Woodmen of the World home of Betty Gentry at 7:30
Hall.
p.m.
Golden Circle Class of
Work day will start at 8
a.m. at the Brooks Chapel Memorial Baptist Church
will meet at the home of LinCemetery.
da Rogers at 7 p.m.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
Murray Lodge No. 105
be honored at a luncheon at
12 noon at the Hazel Com- Free and Accepted Masons
munity Center by the Hazel will have a potluck supper at
the lodge hall, Highway 121
Woman's Club.
North, at 6:30 p.m. Work will
Chapter M of P. E. 0. be in the Master Mason
Sisterhood will have a lun- degree at 7:30 p.m. For a
cheon at 12 noon at the home ride call the lodge at 753-7751
after 6:30 p.m. Monday.
of Mrs,,,t14arry
,_ Sparks.
—
Cardiopulmonary
Dexter Senior Citizens will
sponsor a smorgasbord din- resuscitation (CPR) Classes
ner at 6:30 p.m. with cost be- by the Red Cross will be
ing $3 per person, followed from 9 a.m. to noon today
through May 20. For inforby a candidates'speaking.
mation call 753-1421.
Murray Tennis Associa- Oak Grove Baptist Church
tion will have a mixed Women will meet with Clara
scramble tennis tournament Jean Paschall at8 p.m.
at 9 a.m. at The Players
Club.
Bluegrass CB Club will

Centred CV • 753-3314

:5.9

Boy Scout Spring Camporee and Cub Scout Expo is
being held at the MurrayCalloway
Jaycee
Fairgrounds by the
Chickasaw District. The
public is invited to attend the
events from 1 to 5 p.m. today
with charge of $1 per person
or $2 per family.

2 0054,Sun

y •

HEALTH

Listed

Tuesday,May 19
Monday,May II
Parents Anonymous will
Front Porch Swing is
scheduled to rehearse at 7 meet at 6:30 p.m. For inforp.m. at the First Christian mation call 753-5995 or 4354385.
Church.
Recovery, Inc., will meet
Men's Prayer Breakfast of
at 7:30 p.m. at the Health First United Methodist
Center, North Seventh and Church will be at 7 a.m.
Olive Streets.
Mothers Morning Out will
Hazel and Douglas Centers be at 9 a.m. at the First
will be open for activities by United Methodist Church.
Senior Citizens with lunch at
Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at
Lyndia Cochran DanceDouglas at 12 noon.
Gymnastic Studio will prePenny Homemakers Club sent "Silver Jubilee, 25
will meet at the home of years of Dance" at 7 p.m. at
the Lovett Auditorium, MurHelen Cole at 1 p.m.
ray State University. There
Local Chapter of Make Tois no charge and the public is
held
at
7
will
be
Count
day
invited.
p.m.-in the third floor education unit at MurrayBasic Clothing Workshop
Calloway County Hospital.
will have its first session at
9:30 a.m. at the County ExTuesday,May 19
tension Office.
Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) Club will
Christian Women's Club
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health will have a fashion show and
Center.
luncheon from 12 noon to 2
p.m. at the Colonial House
Free blood pressure check Smorgasbord.
will be from 12 noon to 2 p.m.
at the Seventh-Day AdvenRetirees of Local 1068
tist Church, South 15th and UAW and other locals will
Sycamore Streets.
have a covered dish supper
at 5:30 p.m. at the First
Senior Adult Fellowship, Christian Church.
First Baptist Church, will
have a covered dish luncheon at 12 noon at the Murray Optimist Club is
Fellowship Hall of the chur- scheduled to meet at 6 p.m.
at the Boston Tea Party.
ch.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for
Girls will meet at 7 p.m. at
the lodge hall.

Cookbooks Priced
At $.3 Instead Of
Price Announced
Alcoholics Anonymous will

The cookbooks, "In Good
meet at 7 p.m.at Joe's Fami- meet at 8 p.m. at the west
end of the Livestock and Ex- Taste," on sale by the
Wendy's will have -Chari- ly Restaurant.
Calloway
County
position Center.
ty Ball Day" with a portion
.. Homemakers Club, sell for
of each salad sold today to go
$3 each instead of the price
to the funds for Mental
'listed • incorrectly on
Health.
7:1t.9:20 2.00 Sat.,Sun.
Thursday.
SIX BIZARRE
MURDERS...
This is the fifth annual
Men's Fellowship Group of
cookbook
of
the
First Presbyterian Church
homemakers with Nadine
will have a breakfast at 7
Wortham as chairman.
a.m. at the church fellowship
Chestnut St•753-3314
.Thenty-one clubs of Murray
hall.
and Calloway County participated in the publishing of
Sutitiay:Nlay 17
(
Late Show Fri. 8 Sat.) Homecoming will be held By Abigail Van Buren
the cookbook which contains
Adult Entertainment
recipes of members of the
at Martin's Chapel United
18 Or Over Only
clubs.
Methodist Church with
regular services, basket lunch,and singing.

Confused about potassium
Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB — Would
you please let us know the
benefits of potassium to the
system and what harm might
be caused by not getting
enough of it' I have friends
taking diuretics prescribed by
different doctors; some also
prescribe potassium supplements and others do not. Some
recommend orange juice and
bananas and again others do
not. I take Lasix for water
retention since I had a heart
attack, but I don't have high
blood pressure. My doctor
prescribed potassium supplements. A friend with high
blood pressure takes Aldomet
and Dyazide. But her doctor
has never mentioned potassium.
DEAR READER --- First,
people take diuretics for any
number of conditions that
lead to water retention. You
may not have as strong a
heart as before your attack
and that may cause you to
accumulate sodium and
water. So you take Lasix.Now. Lasix can also wash out
potassium from your body so
your doctor is replacing the
amount you lose.
Your friend takes Aldomet
because of high blood pressure. The Dyazide,is a diuretic
but it acts on the kidneys in a
different way and does not
eliminate potassium. People
who take Dyazide should not
• try to add potassium to their
diet or take supplements
unless-their doctor tells them
to do so. Otherwise, they may
build up a dangerously high
level of potassium. So it
depends on what diuretic you
are taking and what tests
show about your salt and
water balance.
I have discussed in some
detail the role of both sodium
and potassium in The Health
Letter number 10-12, Salt:
Your Vital Sodium and Potassium Balance, which I am
sending you. Others who want
this 'Issue can send 75 cents

What's in a Name?
In This Case, a Lot

* Open Every Rite*
()pen 7 : 30-- Start 8_00

A

—Ends Thur. —
Urban Cowboy(PG)
& Airplane(PG)

D'IOXIM=IP
H way 121 •753-3314

First Presbyterian Church
will have a picnic, including
,recreation, singing, and
fellowship beginning._ at 4
p.m. on the church grounds.
This will be cancelled in case
of rain.
‘RIRRINY

Teen

•

Movie Special

111111:40§

Fri. & Sat.

Local Chapter Of
Make Today.
DEAR ABBY: When I married Reiger Campbell four years
ago, I kept my maiden name, which is Conklin. My husband Count
To Meet
agreed to this, so there is no problem there. We now have

two children,so we hyphenated my name and Tay husband's
anti the children are James Conklin-Campbell and Jane The Local Chapter of
Make Today Count will meet
Conklin-Campbell.
Our problem is my husband's family. They absolutely Monday, May 18, at 7 p.m. in
refuse to acknowledge the children's name or mine. They the third floor education unit
insist on sending birthday cards, letters, etc., addressed to of the Murray-Calloway
the "Campbells" only, ignoring my legal name as well as County Hospital.
the children's.
The organization is a supMy husband and I have pointed this out to them several port group for persons living
times, but they tell us- we are "stupid" — that the hyphenated name wjll cause confusion and problems for our with life-threatening illnesses, their family
children when they reach school age.
Please help us, Abby. I know this isn't an earth-'shattering members, and other interested persons.
problem, but there must be others in our boat.
PATRICIA CONKLIN

INNIC"TiC80$111.18.1.11

All Teens Adm. $1.50
,Q6'&ve

an awe-4i
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Voted Artists

OPEN 7:30-START 8:00

• EQUIPPED WITH RADIO SOUND • I

PEN EVERY NITE

FREE PRIZES FRI. & SAT.
$22.50)

COWBOY HAT(vidue

,00

VERNONS visETSOTREREN
—ON OUR SCREEN —
JOHN TRA VOLTA

I"BRAN
COW I

Summer
'81
Gymnastics
*Recreational Gymnastics
*Competitive Gymnastics

Tumbling
•Cheerleading

REGISTER
NOW!
CALL
753-0129

MURRAY
URRAY
GYMNASTIC
CENTER

Judy v& Shere
Are-Announcing Their
New Cosmetologist

Cindy Vance

Si

She is the daughter of Coffield and
Frances Vance. Cindy would like all
her friends and former customers to
call her for an appointment Mon.Thurs.-Fri. & Sat.
Judy & Shore's Beauty Salon specializes in complete
family hair care services, ear piercing and manicures.
Cosmetologists Rosetta, Carol, Wanda 8. Cindy — Judy & There, Owners
Receptionist Connie Bogard
Mon.-Sat.
753-5902
Bel-Air Shopping Ctr.

WE'RE HAVING
FUN IN THE SUN

Thank God it's only
a motion picture!

AIRPLANE
A PARAMOUNT PICTURE

iPG

1ST FEATURE REPEATED FRI. 8, SAT. NITES

a

at

DEAR ABBY: I invited my husband's parents and his
grandmother (she lives with them) out for dinner at a very
By CECIL, BROWNSTONE
nice restaurant on my husband's birthday.
Associated Press Firyd Editor
Early that morning, my mother-in-law called and asked to
talk to Dick. I thought she was going to wish him a happy
COMPANY FARE
birthday, but instead she told Dick that unless we invited
Stuffed Veal Breast
his sister, her husband and their children (2 years and 6 Apricot Carrots Spinach
months old), they couldn't make it either!
Chocolate Mousse Coffee
I heard Dick tell his mother that Doris (that's me) must
Apricot Carrots
have "forgotten," and, of course, his sister and her family
could come. Abby, we didn't invite them in the first place Usually well received
21/2 cuprtrifnly sliced pared
because it would have been too expensive.
I had hired a sitter to stay with our kids because I didn't carrots
want any children at the dinner, so Dick's sister brings hers
tablespoons butter
and spoils everything. The baby cried endlessly and the 2- /
1
41 cup apricot preserves
year-old had to be the center of attention, saying "fish" all
teaspoon grated orange
evening because she said it so 'cute. It was a miserable rind
evening and I was angry and unhappy.
When we Rot home, I asked Dick why he didn't tell his 1 teaspoon lemon juice
mother that we didn't invite his sister and her family 1-16th tespoon ground
because we couldn't afford it — which was the truth. He said nutmeg
the first thing his mother said was, "Dad will pay for Salt to taste
everything," so how could he say no?
Boil the carrots, covered,
Was Dick wrong for giving in to his mother? And if so, in 42 cup water and k4 teashow could he have avoided it without raising a stink?
poon salt just until tenderSTILL STEAMING crisp — about 10 minutes;
DEAR STILL: Dick was wrong. He should have told drain. Over low heat, stir
butter,
his mother that you had planned an evening out sans together the
children — that he appreciated Father's offer to pick preserves, orange rind,
up the tab, but thanks anyway. I can't guarantee that lemon juice, nutmeg and salt
a "stink" wouldn't have been raised, but Mother until butter and preserves
would think twice before trying to blackmail Dick melt; fold in carrots and
again.
reheat. Makes 4 small servDEAR ABBY: A United States Army captain wrote from ings.
Camp Casey, Korea, to tell us how well the Koreans treat
then' elders. He said Koreans considered it a privilege, not a
duty, to look after their aging parents, and we Americans
would do well to emulate them. I hope you will allow equal
time to one who holds another view.
I know I speak for many Americans who would welcome
99
the chance to emulate the ancient Oriental custom of
$,
honoring aging parents.
'
C414f Cot
We would also be happy to share our parents' spacious
490,
•vOuR CWOICF OF YELLOW OR WHITE GOLD
••'
CA,7„‘-'S
homes with them while they are still young enough to share
As. V10.,
in the upbringing of the grandchildren.
3-7:•
\;rpEW
Unfortunately, like most older Americans, our parents
LI° b•W'
!
'
.*".:" •
have sold their large home in favor of an apartment too
;
7
small for Easter dinner, and with no accommodations to
keep the grandchildren overnight.
Today's grandparents boast that they now have,the
freedom to travel, socialize and do as they please. They are
having the time of their lives while their children are
E-2
struggling to provide a modest home to raise and educate
CIIECI5 THIS AD MUST ACCOMPANY YOUR PURCHASE!
their children.
Then when our parents' health fails, they will have to go
BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER
to a home because we will be too broke and tired to care for
MURRAY KY.
them.
TAX-POOR AND IGNORED
'
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SALE

BOY'S DEPARTMENT

*Jeans
*Shirts
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*Shorts •Belts
*Suits
•Dress Trousers
Starts May 18-23rd

50% OFF
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"CLIP AND SAVE" DIAMOND SPECIAL
"DIAMOND DAllLERS

14.4
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SECOND HIT IPG

COOKING
IS FUN

with a long, stamped, selfcauses a person to clear his
addressed envelope fur it to
throat so much at night as if
newspaper,
me. in care of this
there is something in the
P.O. Box 1551, Radio City
throat? My doctor says there
Station, New York, NY 10019.
is nothing wrong with my
Potassium is the main-salt. throat.
inside your cells and sodium DEAR READER — It is a
the main salt outside your
reflex action and it suggests
cells. If you do not have some irritation at the time. It
enough potassium the fundacould be from drainage from
mental processes of the cells
your sinuses. We all have
are affected. It can cause some. The drainage to your
heart irregularities, some of
throat may stimulate the
which can be dangerous. Too
reflex. And it may be present
much potassium can be equalonly when you lie down
ly dangerous. That is why D because some of the sinuses
don't recommend just taking are in a position to drain more
potassium or adding potassi- than when you are upright.
um to your diet just because
Your sinuses may have more
you are taking a diuretic. Let secretions when you lie down
your doctor tell you if you
because there is an increased
should or not for the diuretic
blood flow and venous congesyou are taking.
tion in the sinuses when you
DEAR DR. LAMB — What .are lying down.

20%

'OUTLAW' WEEK!
Including

DEAR PATRICIA: There's a hyphenated name for
people who refuse to honor another's simple request,
and choose instead to ridicule it: bull-headed.
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Murray Business News Briefs
State Unemployment Fund Is Bankrupt
In normal times, Kentuckians who lose their jobs
and are eligible for
unemployment compensation get checks. from the
state for 26 weeks or until
they find other jobs,
whichever comes first. The
money they get comes from
a fund made up of a special
tax paid by employers on
each employee.
But these are far from normar times. While jobless
Kentuckians are in no immediate danger of seeing
their benefits reduced, the
special fund from which
their benefits are paid is
bankrupt. It has been
bankrupt since February,
and the situation continues
to deteriorate as unemployment stays high and tax collections decrease. High
unemployment puts a double

more. If the loans are not
repaid within two years, a
separate federal unemployment tax will be increased to
repay the loans.
Before then, Kentucky
must come to grips with
restoring fiscal health to the
state unemployment program. That can be done only
by the state legislature,
which isn't scheduled to
meet until next year. Meantime, the state expects to
borrow even more heavily
fror,n the federal government
to continue paying jobless
benefits through December.
Rick Crawford, Kentucky's
unemployment insurance
director, expects total borrowing to reach $100 million
by the end of 1981.
A legislative committee is
considering ways of dealing
with the problem, in order to
make recommendations to
the 1982 General Assembly.
While employer tax rates
are bound to increase, consideration also is being given
to cutting back the 26-week
period that benefits are paid,
reducing the amount of the
weekly benefits and tightening eligibility for benefits.
Benefits currently are
paid according to a formula
based on a percentage of the
state's average weekly wage
and the amount a worker
earns before losing a job.
Some workers. — notably
agricultural and domestic
employees — are not eligible
. for unemployment compensation, but Mr. Crawford
estimates that about 95 percent of the rest of the state's
workforce is eligible.
In all of 1980, those
were
who
workers
Bob Haley
received $274
unemployed
their
for
ty to contact him
million in jobless benefits.
real estate nee& at Murraysame year, the tax colThe
Calloway Co. Realty, 304 N.
lections from Kentucky
12th or call 753-8146 or 489employers amounted to only
2266.

whammy on the compensation program, since more
people are applying for
benefits while employers are
paying the tax on fewer
employees.
In April, Kentucky borrowed $22.1 million from the
federal government to cover
the cost of paying unemployment benefits through June,
bringing the total borrowed
by the state this year to
about $52 million. The first
loan received earjier this
year marked the first time
Kentucky has had to borrow
unemployment
to pay
benefits in the 45-year
history of the unemployment
compensation program.
The loans are interestfree, which is a real bargain
these days. But ultimately,
the borrowing will cost Kentucky employers much

Haley Named Real
Estate Sales Associate

DRAWING FOR PUPPY — The winner of a drawing at 6:30 p.m. Saturday, May 23,
at Sharon's House of pets will have their choice of one of these two Peke-A-Poo
puppies to be given away. The new pet store in Murray is located at 601 S. 4th St.
Owners are Sharon and Roy Townsend,shown with their daughter Amanda.

Six-Week-Old Puppy
To Be Given Away
A drawing for a six-weekold Peke-A-Poo puppy will
be held at 6:30 p.m. Saturday, May 23, at Sharon's
House of Pets,601 S. 4th St.
Anyone who fills out an application atthe store is eligible. No purchases are
necessary. The last day to
register is at 5 p.m. May 23.
The new pet shop is owned
by Sharon and Roy Townsend. The store features a
variety of puppies and small

animals. Also available are
grooming supplies, a wide
variety of fish and fish supplies and pet information
booklets.
Grooming services and
boarding also are available.
Sue Lovell serves as
groomer.

Store hours are 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. Monday through Saturday and 1 p.m. to 5 Sunday.
Store hours will be extended
to 7 p.m. the day of the drawing.

Bettye Baker Attends
The pet shop specializes in
AKC (American Kennel Underwriting School
Club) and UKC (United Kennel Club).

There's a

Homeowners
Shield for you too

I've Got
The Shield
SEE

DAN McNUTT
522 W. MAIN

DAN NIcNUTT
INTALCI.

(OLD NATIONAL MOTEL BLDG)

SHIELD
Of
SHELTER

753-0445

ION

Glenda Anderson Secretary

SOON TO 10
STUTTER INS.
COMPANY

*

Bettye L. Baker, local
Woodmen of the World Life
Insurance Society field
representative, attended tht....„
Woodmen's extensive Advanced I Underwriting
school in April, in Omaha,
Neb., the WOW's home office.
In addition to reviewing
life insurance planning for
all members of a family, the
school included specific
studies in capital retention,
estate planning, business
partnerships, and retirement programs. This tr
ir.g is part of WOW's co mulag educational progr
WCW is one of the wor d's
Bettye L. Baker
financially strongest fraternal benefit societies with in- million.
Frateriol benefits to
sura.ice in force over $6
in addition to life
members,
billion and over 875,000
include financial
insurance,
inestWOW's
members.
ment portfolio is of high assistance for certain
orquality and refunds to diseases, disaster relie‘
members total over $28.3 phan's benefit, sOcial
benefits and community services.
Baker is the daughter of
Mrs. Effie Kemp and the
granddaughter of Mr. and
.
:
•
1\.
:
*-4%.""
Mrs. Clarence Horton of
Murray. Her office is located
in the Woodmen Building at
Third & Maple Streets, 7534377, where she may be contacted for business and
estate financial planning, as
well as individual family
financial planning.

4t*:
We at the
q
,
Bank of Murray
,
"—"‘"..

Bob Haley has recently
become a sales associate
with Murray-Calloway Realty.
Haley is a native of
western Kentucky having
graduated from Farmington
High School in 1962. He is
also a graduate of West Kentucky School of Bible
Knowledge and has attended
Freed-Hardeman College
and Murray State University.
• Haley has for the past
fourteen years, served as
minister for churches of
Christ in western Kentucky
and Tennessee. He is
presently serving as
minister of the Coldwater
Church of Christ in Calloway
County.
He and his wife Loretta
reside in the Coldwater community with their children,
Angie, Beth and Jason.
Bob invites the people of
Murray and Calloway Coun-

11N,_,Ar
'
***.F (*)

offer our

Congratulations
to
Bettye L. Baker
Bob Haley
Sharon Townsend
Roy Townsend

,n

)..

$150 million.
.Until last February, that
imbalance was covered by
funds collected in years
when taxes paid in exceeded
benefits paid out. But
February was when that
surplus was depleted, and
when Kentucky joined 14
other states and territories
in turning to the federal
government for loans.
total
Kentucky's
unemployment ratTias eased some since the first of the
year, with the rate dropping
below 10 Percent in March
for the first time in 1981. A
continued drop will ease the
burden on the unemployment compensation program and perhaps reduce
the additional amounts expected to be borrowed from
the federal government.
Meanwhile, burrowing

Grain Prices Mixed;
Soybean Prices Fail
Corn closed 2'2 cents
lower to 12 cent higher, with
the contract for delivery in
May at $3.41'2 a bushel.
Wheat was '2 cent lower to
2'2 cent higher, with the contract for delivery, in May at
Soybeans lost between 634 $4.02'2 a bushel; oats were
cents and 1334 cents. The 114 cents to 6 cents higher,
contract for May delivery with the May-delivery conwas $7.4.31-2 a bushel._ . _ —
at $2.-2912a bushei-.- - -

CHICAGO AP) — Grain
prices on the Chicago Board
of Trade closed mixed and
soybean prices lower Friday
as weather continued to play
a large part in the market.

f 110411r
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Danny M. Dunn's
Electric
Licensed For
Commercial & Residential

Call 436-2372
Murray Ky.

SALE
Henshaw's Ethan Allen Store
Gallatin, Rd., Nashville,Tenn.

HAS CLOSED!
We Have Purchased Their Remaining Stock
And Moved It To Paris.
Worth of Ethan Allen
Furniture
2
1/

$60,000"

Will Be Sold At

Price

$12,000.00 Worth of Accessories
$20,000.00 Worth of Case Goods
$18,000.00 Worth of Living Room
Furniture
All Selling At
1
/
2

Price

Until It's Sold
$1,000.00 & $1,300.00 Sofas Selling

at $500.00

to $600.00
Genuine Oil Paintings Worth $450.00 NOW $225.00

L

I.s ..

Person to person
health insurance

Prints-Lamps & Wall Decorators
Now Until Sold
At
11 msderfill 1 curs bid

It proyideY cash to
help with those extra
expenses when
you're in the hospital.
Call me.
Jesse N. Rogers
201 S. Shit St.
P.O. lea 1011
away,ly.
51A11 TAM IllutuAi
herwatass Puma.Coon
Nor OTage
Illoorymo

Thank )1m!

Jnarket 414 htwiture
II 1 11t-1.t.!
Frirall(' (.1'1.}1111111C

41/0

from Kentucky ,and other
states has been so heavy that
the federal pot from which
the loans are made has
become depleted itself The
federal fund, administered
by the U.S. Department of
Labor, had to borrow almost
$5 billion from the U.S.
Treasury in order to make
pass-along loans to states
like Kentucky.
_.
KENTUCKY STOCKS ON
THE MOVE LAST WEEK:,
was
Market direction
downward. Biggest gainers:
General Energy i OTC ), to
41'2 from 38; Chi-Chi's
1OTC, to 29'.1 from 2734.
Largest declines: BrownForman Distillers AMEX),
to 57 from 611s: First Kentucky National OTC!, to
3234 from 35: Texas Gas
"NYSE to 3234 from 35.
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Thoughts
In Season

Opinion Page

By Kea Wolf
Before we blame all the phoniness
and hard sell hype of the modern
world on the media and mass advertising, we might consider these words
of the great American Daniel Webster
(1782-1852):
The world is governed more by
appearance than by realities, so
that it is as fully necessary to
seem to know something as it is to
know it.
It probably all depends, as I am
sure the eloquent Webster would
agree,on whom you are trying to convince, and on what you are trying to
convince them (or yourself)to do.

EDITORL4L

Armed Forces Day
Today, May 16, is Armed
Forces Day in the United
States. This is a day set aside
to honor the men and women
who serve in the Army, Navy,
Marines, Air Force and Coast
Guard.
Our country has about
2,000,000 people on active duty
in the armed services. About
1,000,000 more trained people
are in the reserves, ready to
be called into action if needed.
• ••

On this special day we
should be thankful for the
many men and women serving
in the various branches of the

service, and for their
patriotism, devotion and love
for the country for which they
serve.
Daniel Webster, American
orator and statesman (17821852) says of patriotism —
-Let our object be our country, our whole country, and
nothing but—Ary. And,
by the t)lies,sing of God, may
that country itself become a
vast and splendid monumeht,
not of oppression and terror,
but of wisdom,of peace,and of
liberty, upon which the world
may gaze with admiration
forever."

Echoes From The Past By Judy Maupin

Requests For Information
Today's column will be an effort to
clear up letters I have, received
recently from people wanting help
with various aspects of their family
genealogies. As I have said before, I
am always happy to help people connect with others who may help them
fill in missing links, but I am not able,
at this time, to do genealogical
.
-research myself.
Mr. J. C. Copeland, 803 North 22nd
Street, Paducah, KY 42001, writes, "I
am informed that you are writing a
book on old graveyards in Calloway
County, and since my greatgrandfather, Elder Absalom
Copeland founded Old Salem
Primitive Baptist Church, which is
located about eight or nine miles east
of Murray, I would appreciate any
biographical information you might
run across about Absalom Copeland,
such as dates of birth, death, marriage, place of burial, etc."
This brings to mind a project that I
have thought about several times, and
that is getting short histories of the
smaller rural churches in the county,
for publication in this column and for
possible inclusion later in a larger
volume. If there are.any readers who
would like to send me or-Mr. Copeland
information about either Old Salem
Church or Absalom Copeland, it
would be very much appreciated.
Mr. Rollie Kelley had asked me
awhile back to see if I could find any
information about two of his
ancestors. At this point, I honestly
don't know if I have asked readers for
this information or not, so it may be a
repeat request. The first is R.A.
Kelley, born July 10, 1836 and died
1914. The other was Armor Kelley,
1806-1886, who married Mary Susannah Hunter in 1829 in North Carolina.
This information may be in Marshall
County.
I received a letter in March from
Mary Rowland ( Mrs. L.A.) of 2000
Gatesborough Circle, Murray. She
was answering a request I had made
for the burial place of James L.
Singleton, 1846-1934. She wrote:

Washington Todar

. •

'

WASHINGTON AP) — Tip O'Neill
has spent nearly 30 years in the corridors of Washington power, polishing
his skills as legislator-lobbyist-leader
of House Democrats. But seniority
isn't what it used to be, and these are
hard times for the old pro.
His House troops defected in droves
in the first test of party loyalty under
a Republican administration. His
leadership style is under criticism
within Democratic ranks.
It is not unusual for a party suddenly out of White House power to be
restive about its leadership. As
speaker, O'Neill is the ranking
Democrat in Washington. But he is
the kind of-leader who is most comfortable, and probably most effective, in
the lobby, not the limelight.
He is a burgillBoston politician, "a
loveable old bear," says Rep. Les
Aspin, D-Wis., who has publicly
criticized O'Neill's leadership.
Aspin and other liberal critics notwithstanding, O'Neill can read his
House. He knew when the Democrats
were beaten on President Reagan's
budget. He said so, and that candor
may be part of his problem. But only
part.
While Reagan is making constant
and effective use of television to sell
the administration program, O'Neill
shuns the cameras.
While the Reagan team was out lobbying for his budget during Congress'
Easter recess, O'Neill was out of the
country.
Not that it made much difference.

Bible Thought
Therefore I will judge you,0 htuse
of Israel, everyone according to his
nays, saith the Lord God. Ezekiel
1830
God is going to judge everyone of
us someday, according to what we
have-done. The most important thing
we can do to get ready for that event
is to accept Christ as our Saviour.

CIA Looks For A Few Good Men

-My grandfather's name was
James Leroy Singleton, born May 23,
1846, in Tennessee. He died Sept. 21,
1924 in Calloway County and was
buried at Old Harmony Cemetery, in
Graves County, near Farmington.
'He was an old Confederate soldier,
joined the army at age 15 years. He
was born in Tennessee, but spent most
of his- life in 'Calloway County, near
Browns' Grove, Kentucky. Could
there be a chance of mistake in copying the death date? (There more than
likely was; sometimes old death
records got mis-filed.)
"May I ask you some questions? Do
you know anything about David
Douglass, born Nov. 23, 1809, married
Mary Myers, born Sept. 5, 1809, on
Oct. 3, 1830. They were my great
grandparents and no one who is alive
today knows anything about where
they were buried.
"I an trying to get the genealogy of
my family. My husband's grandmother, Martha Steely R9w1and,is
buried at Martin Chapel Cemetery,
Calloway County, but none of the
family know where. Her husband, J.
B. Rowland, is buried in Bethlehem
Cemetery at Pilot Oak, Kentucky,
GravesCounty,Kentucky."

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — The job
offers adventure and foreign travel
but only a few men or women will be
hired. One in a thousand, maybe.
Applicants must possess a college
degree, language skills or aptitude,
and an interest in international affairs. Military experience is a plus.
The starting salary isn't bad,
$15,000 to $22,000, and there are
substantial benefits for overseas service.
-We've had a heavy response to the
appeal, now running in some of the
larger cities, including Louisville,"
said Walt Alpaugh, deputy chief of
recruiting for the Central Intelligence
Agency.
That's right,the CIA.
"I suppose a lot of people do a double take when they first spot the ad in
their newspaper," Alpaugh continued
with a laugh. "They've been hearing
and reading for years that the agency
is such a secret group we don't tell our
neighbors where we work. We. don't
run around in trench coats."
Not only does the CIA purchase
space in the -Help Wanted" column,
it also has opened recruiting offices in
11 cities and is very active on the college
circuit.
At long last I can safely say that I
"In the '60s, the university was a
will have the Calloway County
hotbed of unrest. Now, the pendulum
Cemetery book to the printers' on
is swinging the other way and
Monday.I realize that I am far behind
students are more concerned about
the deadline that I set for myself., and
serving their country. We're delighted
my only excuse is that putting
with that."
together such a volume is a long-timeAlpaugh said that when the agency
consuming process. I have been worksends a man on campus,"he will find
ing on the indexing for the last month
himself competing with corporations
or more and finally finished it last
who are majoring in
night, much to my gratification. Even for students
engineering
economics,
electronic
now, as I hand it over to be printed, I
sciences. We make
the
physical
and
realize that I will go back and see
and hope for the best."
mistakes, hard as I've tried to catch our-pitch
them; and things that I would change
if I were again doing it. And I know
that there are still small cemeteries
hiding from me in far reaches of the
county, that will probably turn up
1141 MeNagaild Sysd ,
next week. But it's time to stop and
say, "this is it. I've done the best I
can."

c.
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An AP News Analysis
By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Special Correspondent

Iteagan nad evidence thaL the Voters
are on his side, and Democrats can
read polls.
Voting for the Reagan plan were 63
Democrats, and the president won
easily last Thursday. The vote4or his
budget blueprint was 253-176.
So O'Neill's.reading was right. But
that made his virtual concession no
less dismaying to Democrats who
thought — or wanted to think — that
they had a chance on the budget vote.
O'Neill said long before the vote
that there were likely to be
widespread Democratic defections.
He said the will of the people was that
their congressmen go with the president on the budget vote.
"I've been in politics an awful long
time and I know when you fight and
when you don't," O'Neill said.
But he fought later. "What has happened to the Democratic Party?" he
asked at caucus of House Democrats
on May 5. "Are we running into the
woods because we are frightened:41
because a man, the president of the
United States,is as popular as he is?"
He said Democrats will find next
year that their constituents aren't
nearly as pleased with the results of
Reagan spending cuts as they are now
with the prospect of them.
,"He is asking you now to go with
him because the budget is a symbol
that America wants," O'Neill said.
"Ronald Reagan does not know how
this process works."
Perhaps ,so. But it certainly has
worked his way to this point.

By GEORGE W.HA(KETT
Associated Press Writer

Kentucky Closeup
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The majority of replies to the
classified advertisement are serious.
Once in awhile, the response may be
far out or from someone who may
have misunderstood the requirements.
"We receive some crank letters —
they're in the minority — and a lot of
mail from interested citizens
volunteering their services. They may
not have the qualifications we need
but the agency appreciates their atc

tempts to help," said Alpaugh, whose
office is in Washington.
After an applicant is accepted, he
undergoes an intensive training program before becoming an
information-gathering specialist. His
initial assignment will be in the
Washington area but he May spend
one-half of his career overseas before
retiring under a pension system comparable to that of private industry.
"This is an exciting place to work,"

10 Years Ago

30 Years Ago

The Murray-Calloway Jaycees had
a country ham dinner and heard a
keynote speech by County Judge
Robert 0. Miller at the annual installation banquet held May 14 at the
Triangle Restaurant. Officers were
installed by Van Waugh, area vice
president.
Deaths reported- include Miss Lottye Suiter, 71, Hardin Giles, 71, Mrs.
Neva Nix,73, and Gordon C. Cope,56.
Robert Glin Jeffrey, principal of the
newly formed Murray Middle School,
has announced plans for next year's
school program. '
Births reported include a girl to the
Rev.and Mrs. C. C. Brasher and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Burkeen, both
on May 12.
Mr. and Mrs. Arlan Polk Tyler announce the engagement and approaching marriage .of their
daughter, Deborah Dianna,to Donnie
Ray Birdsong, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Ray Birdsong.,

Robert M. Barrow, Seaman First
Class, United States Navy, is serving
abowil the destroyer USS Osbourn in
Korean waters.
The trailer home of Hoyt Farley on
East Chestnut Street was destroyed
by fire yesterday. Mr. Farley received burns about the head and face from
the flames.
Johnny Mac Carter, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Zelna Carter of Murray, has
received a reserve commission in the
United States Navy. He is presently
on the editorial staff of Better Homes

_
Looking Back

20 Years Ago
Delegates from four states
unanimously agreed yesterday at the
meeting held at Kentucky Dam
Village to recommend the Paducah
area as the control point for location
of Interstate Highway 24.
The Murray Rescue Squad was called to Cherokee State Park yesterday
to help in recovery of the body of Kenneth Hayes, Memphis, Tenn., who
drowned while swimming with his
group from a catholic school on a trip
to the park.
The M & H Construction Company
of Murray was the apparent low bidder for construction of a landing strip
at the new city-county airport.
Willie F. Jackson has been named
as instructor in sciences and director
of audio-visual aids at Murray High
School to succeed William F. Davis
who has resigned to become principal
of the Kentucky School for the Blind.
William B. Miller, principal of
Calloway County High School, was
presented an honorary membership
by the Calloway FHA chapter at the
Mother-Daughter Banquet held at the
school cafeteria.

Funny,
Funny World
No man has ever made points with his
wife by pointing out that the spice rack
she bought at a garage sale is
something she donated at a rummage
sale two years before.
A married man always two reasons
for doing anything. His wife or his boss.
(Tom Boxer)
Women prefer the strong, silent type.
They think he's listening.

said Alpaugh, a 17-year veteran."We
have a great many bright, dedicated
employees and that makes it easy for
all of us to perform well for the agency."
What attracted Alpaugh to the CIA?
The same things that he believes will
bring others into the agency:
"You get the opportunity to rely on
your wits, initiative and skills, and do
something vital to the nation's
welfare."

& Gardens in Des Moines,Iowa.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Lomon McDougal on May
11, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Paul Evans
on May 12, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Carlos Ferguson on May 13.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Roberts announce The engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Bettye, to Billy Joe Farris,
son of Mr.and Mrs. Hugh Farris.
Bisbee's Comedians will present
their tent show tonight and tomorrow
night in Murray.

40 Years Ago
Figures released from the Western
Dark Fired Tobacco Growers
Association this week show that over
ten million pounds of tobacco have
been sold through the Murray Market
this past season.
Deaths.reported this week include
James Norris Hargis, 67, Jesse
Stanley Holland, 59, and Mrs. Belle
Gaughon.
Four more Calloway County boys
have been drafted and left May 11 for
Louisville where tliey will become
privates in the United States Army.
Murray State Teachers College will
graduate 66 seniors with 22 of them
from Calloway County on June 5, according to Dr. James H. Richmond,
president.
In cooperation with the State Council on Nutrition, headed by Dr. Static
Erikson, University of Kentucky, the
Murray Woman's Club is promoting
one phase of the program by advocating the use of vacant lots in the
city for gardens, according to Mrs. C.
S. Lowry,project chairman.
Dr. John B. Hutson, native of Murray,has been appointed as chief of the
Office of Agricultural Defense Rela-

tions of the United States.
The full force of the faculty will be
on duty during the summer months at
Murray State Teachers College and
Murray Training School, according to
Alice Keys,executive secretary at the
college.
Births reported this week include a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Brandon,
May 10, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Luther
Easley, May 8, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
George Black, May 10, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Bruce King, May 12, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Patton, May 8, a
gig to Mr. and Mrs. Bill Smith, May
127rand a girl to Mr.and Mrs. Bruce B.
Maguire,May 8.
Eleanor Oury Gatlin presented her
voice recital at Murray State
Teachers College on May 13. A reception in her honor was held later by
Mrs. George Gatlin and Mrs. W. S.
Swann at"Swanstadt" in Murray.
Tass Hopson of Murray is a
member of the varsity swimming
team at Murray State Teachers College.
Earge oranges are listed as selling
for three for five cents in the ad for
Swarm's Grocery this week.

50 Years Ago
With the exception of January,
there has been a normal rainfall in
Calloway County this year. A total of
13.4 inches of rainfall has fallen this
year, according to H. B. Arnold, official weather reporter for the government here.
Deaths reported this week include
J. D. Outland, 74, Charlie Bourland,
36, Mrs. Grant Wisehart,and Claud L.
Stone,48.
Ruby Laffoon was chosen as the
Democratic candidate for governor of
Kentucky in the convention held in
Louisville. Over 40 men and women
from Calloway County attended. Dr.
Rainey T. Wells had been a proposed
candidate for the Democratic election
prior to the convention.
Conferences of the West Kentucky
Health Units Association for the
month of May wereeheld in Paducah
with Dr. J. A. Outland, Calloway
County Health officer, presiding.
Murray State Teachers College will
have its baccalaureate on May 31 and
Its commencement on June 4.
Mrs: Ruth Robertson Waterfield is
serving as acting home agent of

Calloway County in the absence of
Miss Sadie Wilson, home agent.
Births reported this week include a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. C. L Sharbrough, May 1, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
John Workman, April 18, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Otis Workman,May 3, and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Ballet Stewart,
May 13.
Mrs. W.H. Hodges was honored at a
dinner on her 64th birthday held at the
home of her granddaughter, Mrs.
Harry Suiter,on May 10.
Forrest Pogue, Murray State College varsity debater, spoke on "The
Mothers of the Great" at the Mothers'
Day program held at the Dexter
Methodist Church.
The annual May Day Program of
Murray State Teachers College and
Murray Training School will be held
on May 20.
Prof. John Dameron directed the
bands of Murray State Teachers College In a concert on May 7.
Sausage is listed as selling for two
pounds for 25 cents in the ad for the
Murray Meat Market this week
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K mart ADVERTISED
MERCHANDISE POLICY

Open Daily 9-9
Sundays 12-6

The Saving Place -

Our firm 'Mention is to nave every a•J,e,
tised item in stock on our shelves if an
advertised item 's not available tor
chase due to any unforeseen reason
K marl will issue a Rain Check on request
for the merchandise lone itern er reason
able family quantity) to be purchased at Inc
sale price whenever available or ktru: sac
you a comparable quality item at a corepa
'able reduction in price
•

.7

dii#0,00~#00400150,
02ra•ekiktkki:

master charge

Our Reg.9.96

Salisbury Steak

t00%
FREEZEDRIED
COFFEE

Dinner

"4113 70F1

FASHION STRETCH
PANTS
Great styling Many with
accent belts Fit to
perfection and comfort
no matter which way
you bend or turn! Sizes
8-18

222

hot
steak, potatoes,butter,
vegetable, roll and
10 oz. drink.

• NOW solINMed
nen lenecon
money NenNe
•roe coetem
,,ncbOiNT
• Sone steee
~Non.'
• Tee bonen
• Roshon•lIOMM
VO.J DO.
C onnect.1 one
nocenonyp Oeene

Limit 6

4.97

K Martt'

Sale Price

K mart
Sale Price
Less Mfg.
Rebate
Your
Net Cost
After Rebate

Less Factory $1
Rebate
Your Net Cost
After
Our
11.97

ik LISTED
Moen Code& Y•

3.97

Factory
Rebate
9-oz.* Taster Choice Coffee

KM0100

R

11.88

Top quality freeze-dried instant coffee. Regular, not decaffeinated. Save.

'Credit Card'
Calculator
4-key
memory automatic
-off

Net et

•

10.88
-3.00
7.88

Fun Hot Cycle'

Wake'N Warn II Detector

16" front 'wheel, wide
track wheels. Low seat.

Comes with money-saving 9-V batten, solic
state electronic horn. flashing L E D Test button

41••=1 nymo
NEM

SAVE $40.00

BAND
SELECTOR
VOLUME
SALANCI
SASS
!ISLE
CONTROLS

27.00

129.00

MURA
PHONE"

Save on MacDonald AM/FM stereo
Cordless
radio and stereo cassette recorder!!! Telep
hone System

• Manual/automatic level control
• •utomanc shut•on
• Digital Tape Counter
• NormatiCr02 tape switch
• Magnetic/ceramic phone switch
• Oscillator switch
•
• Sleep switch

CUSHION

FILM
-DEVELOPING'
g SPECIALS a

LINED

CREW SOCKS
6
Pair pacx

tri
• ding
oods
pt.

6-pr. Pkg.

Cushion-lined

cotton/nylon.

Our Reg. 13.94

Our 3.28

you can answer every call on the first ring.
without running!

eletiM2

• •••„,,,,
11(111111011M

San'
.
. •DOESil ALL

Rush

Made from Polaroid or Kodak Instant Pictures,
and Any Regularsize Snapshots

Crew Socks

It means no more frantic dashes to answer

the phone, only to miss the call. It means
that if you're within 400 feet of your phone

11 x 11"

>

COPY PRINTS
Model 400 Reel
Model 737 Rod

4.77

• FM wh•p antenna and 300 ohms
•riliornat antenna terminals
• Jocks lei mic mIsing..sternal
rernco• mic, phono Input. •xterrial
speoli•rs M•adphones, suirernal
pow•r now
• Powered by AC 120•y011 6014t.
DC 12 yo1/18 D c•Ils I DC 2,011
adorsicii

•Aswww•
•nwww•,•..

OR
PRINTS
FROM
SLIDES

•••:...•••;:t1.2:=0-

88

Our 1.38

misAmt,u, ri„

I I .11, hi '1":

97

Our
3.17

II II

'Sani-Flush or Vanish Plastic Broom
48-oz • toilet bowl
cleaner Save now

Long-w.earing washable corner broom

• Net wt

Your Choice
'Save 45%
Our 1 96
Installed

TV Special

9

SERVICES INCLUDE

SIZES

REG.

178x13 28.77
E78x14 33.77
F78x14 35.77
G711x14 37.77
G78:15 39.77

SALE

F.E.T.

24.97
28.97
30.87
32.97
34.97

1.71
2.04
2.14
2.28
2.37

7
°Ea

I Replace front broke
pads
2 True rotors
3 Inspect calipers
4 Refill hydraulic system
5 Repock inner and
outer bearings
6 Check front grease

Wheel
Cover Sale
ther
Cloth

7 inspect master

8

steer na

•
'
rear liningslOr
(additiona
wear
l cast
if repairs on rear
brakes are needed)
ineci
C
inyslp
ce
,

innitee 3 Meotl, Free
Iteplec•m•nt ln•totei
larli Month
Pror•I• Adiwom.ne
W•rr•nry
rk,

'KM A Economiser'4-ply Polyester
Cord Blackwall Ties at Savings
Our 25.77

A78x13
Plus F.E.T. 1.58 Each
Mounting Included - No Trad•-in Required
All Tires Plus F.E.T. Each

THE SAVING PLACE
•

Sale Price
44.88 2.97.
Sole Price

ON SALE
SUN.-SAT.

1.46

Our 46.88

Disc Brake
Special

Computer
Balancing

36-month
Battery

Front only for
many U.S. cars.
Save at K mart.

High-speed
balance
many cars

With exchange
For many cars,
light trucks

700 U.S. 641 N.
MURRAY, KY.

net-1s

Save 45%
Our 267

Aaanorx)ports and terVICOS. wrych
may be needed,are at extra cast

ON SALE
MON.-SAT.

'e•'
•-/ ,I• ,

"

Save!8-oz.•
Armor All
°KOTECTS
BEAUTIFIES

Protectont has
spray nozzle
Use in your
home or car
• Net Wt
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Fins 49k Feathers
Owtdoor Editor: Mary Harrow
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This is the. time of year pockets in the bays, casting
when many a fisherman's around the buck brush. I like
fancy turnsto bass. The last to find individual bushes or
two weeks of May and the places where there are open
first two of June annually of- pockets so I can cast past the
fer some of the best bassin' cover and then work the
action in Kentucky ancimiN6L
-04,base of
. Barkley Lakes. It's a time the bush."
for still sunrises, shallow Hutcheson, a Paducah
water and the excitement of engineer, used this techni• a trophy largemouth doing a- que to place third in a recent
taildance at the end of a. Operation Bass tournament
• length of monofilament.
held out of Kentucky Dam
For many casual anglers, Marina. "I like to find brush
. bass fishing in the spring is a with about a foot of water
: haphazard business. They around it," he continued. "I
tie on a spinner on a buzz like what I call 'run-outs,'
' bait and take off down the Places where a line of buck
bank - any bank - casting at brush might play out and
any bush, stump or log that you've got one or two bushes
might give Old Linesides a on the end by themselves."
place to hide. And they catch The lakes are clear right
now from lack of. rainfall.
some fish!
But catching bass con- and Hutcheson fishes green
sistently takes more than or blue worms or lizards. "It
haphazard casting. It takes seems like nesting bass will
knowing where to fish under hold onto the lizard longer
varying conditions. It takes than they will a worm. I
choosing the right bait for think they try to mash it
the right water, and it takes more." Hutcheson varies his
• persistence. When all the hook and slip sinker size
wraps are removed, ex- depending on the size worm
perience is probably the best he's fishing and how much
teacher on springtime bass. wind is blowing. He prefers
And in this column I'd like to using a L8 oz. cone sinker for
enable the casual fishermen fishing the bushes..
to learn from the experience -When the water starts to
of three real' pros at the warm up, the bass will start
bouncing back out to the
game.
Dale Hutcheson, Al Curtis stumps and deeper
and Robert Lowe are brushpiles and buck brush
familiar names in this area's on the main lake. This should
bass fishing circles. All three be about mid:June.So for the
work religiously at finding next month I'd stay back in
and catching bass. I called the coves and stick with my
each one and asked, "If you plastic worms. I'd just keep
were fishing a major tourna- moving from one place to
ment this week on Kentucky another until I find bass.
and Barkley Lakes, what When they're real agwould you di) to. win?" Their gressive, you'll find'em
anywhere..But when they're
answers follow.
Dave Hutcheson: -I'm a holding tight on cover (not
worm fisherman, and this actively feeding), you have
time of year I'd try the to pull that worm right next

or"
The last two weeks ks May mod the first two in Jane traditionally offer the best
bass fishing on Kentucky and Barkley Lakes. Early mornings, shallew water and
fish cooties eff their nests make am exciting consbiaatime.

•
•
a

:
• Tires, Wheels & Accessories:
•
•
•
Tires
:
Tractor
Truck,
Car,
•
•
Road and Field Service :
410 N.4th
•
•
753-8364-753-6779
•
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off the lake's main body of
water. Then I'll switch to
plastic worms and cast the
buck brush. I'll fish the base
of every bush." Curtis isn't
choosy about worm color,
but he prefers worms in the 6
inch size.
And Curtis agrees with
Dave Hutcheson: "This pattern should be good until the
middle of June. Then the
bass move on to the
dropoffs."
Robert Lowe:
fish
whatever I have to to catch
bass, but lately I've had real
good luck on Rapalas. This
can be a relatively slow and
frustrating way to fish if
you're working • the buck
brush, but it can reward you
with a lot of action."
Lowe is an Aurora, Kentucky, banker who spends
most out-of-the-office hours
on Kentucky Lake. Four
days prior to this writing he
and a partner tallied 18 bass,
the largest ten weighing 30
pounds. "To start with, I
think the lure gets better action if it's connected to the
line with a small snap or an
0-ring." Lowe's "lure" is a
Rapala model #11-G, a large
solid minnow with gold sides
and black back. "I use baitcasting tackle and 14 pound
monofilament line," he said.
Lowe starts out at the
marina, casting to steep
riprap banks. From there he
works to side pockets off the

WHY WAIT, until spring to get your beat
9
L

Telephone 502-436-5483

LoTtted at JO US.68 & 800? the west end of Aurora

Aurora, Ky.

502474-22E4
L

AL'S HOME IMPROVEMENT

Fully Insured For Your Protection
Finest Quality Workmanship
Buy Direct From Your
Local Contractor

* Complete line of Fishing and Sporting Equipment
*
*

*
*Rentals- Guide Service-Covered Storage.:
*
*
*
Launching Ramp-Tackle, Bait
*
*
*
,*
(502)474-2245 or

*

474-2211,ext. 171 *
ir Rt. 1 Hardin
*
*
****************************

Cain's AMC,Jeep.

Storey's

FOOD
GIANT
Open 7 Days A Week
753-6448

Hwy.641 North

8 a.m. - WOO p.m.
Hwy. 641 So.
Phone 753-8322

On Beautiful Kentucky Lake

Fred Gardner, Owner

Why Pay More For Your Next Boat?

Featuring

Wholesale Live Bait

*Bass Hawk Boats
*Authorized Evinrude
Sales & Service

Ouality & Ouantity Guaranteed

RESTAURANT
South 12th Street Murray, Kentucky
-;',Ar4gAMBete6Ak..eettilliettO

751-4W

Sportsman's Marina
At Jonathan Creek
Announces

Hwy. 94 East
Murray, Ky. 42071

Free Estimates Call

436-2802
Rt 5 Box 2059 Mtxray, Ky

*J.C. Pontoons

lEVIEvinRunE
Phone
502-79-5693

SALES
SERVICE

_1

R R 2 Buchanan Tenn (9011232-8721

641 Super Shell

&Johnson
OLJTVICIAROS

*

Easy to operete-edminates marine growth on boat bottom

*
Darnell Marine Sales

nemnitoe
Authorized EVINRUDE DEALER la SA1.1-51
St filIOLF
&skis& Seirvic•

Murray, Ky. 42071,4
4
Route 3 Box 80
Highway 94 East

NEW 10 and 52'Covered Slips For Houseboats
NEW 30'Covered Slips For Cruisers

LOCAL DEALER for GALVA-LIFT Boat Hoists
•Cover AN Windows
*Cover Over Hang
On Brick Homes
Netter Paint Again
•Complete Remodeling,
We Build Cupboards To-Fit
•RoolIng
•Storm Windows Er Doors

Boat, Motor, Pontoon & Ski

*
*
*

Murray Bait Co. 1

Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

Since 1966• 15 Years Of Dependable Service

I enlake Marina I
.
.

171100411W9A501111101111101111101111Kaaarawasso,

SPORTING GOODS

AL'S HOME IMPROVEMENT

The lake-by-lake runBarkley: Catfish good on
down:
mans and cut bait off rocky
Kentucky: Catfish good points and around riprap;
still fishing cut bait off rocky bluegill fair along shallow
points and rocky banks; banks; crappie slow over
bluegill slow in the shallows; submerged cover; in
crappie slow over submerg- tailwaters, bluegill good,
ed cover; in tailwaters, cat- catfish fair, crappie and
fish fair; clear to murky, white bass slow; clear to
falling slowly, at summer murky, stable at summer
pool and 62 degrees.
pool and 67 degrees.

".041111•1114,4111=100

111
Sunday 1-6

Lake By Lake Rundown

Ky

NAMONV.r.

••/-

*
*

Hours: Mon -Sat. 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
Suss. 1-6 p.m.
L

oret Mon.-Sat. 9-9

************************-ir***
*
*
On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Park

Aurora Marine Service Inc.

GRAYSON McCLURE

Take 04 East out of Murray for 2 miles Turn right cn 280
F—diow MO for 7 macs pas Banners Grocery Take
blacktop into Panoramdand follow blacktop to your right

TOURNAMENT WINNERS — Glenda Black (left) and Robbie Shields won first and
second places, respectively, in the Bass and Gal Tournament. Both received
trophies for their finishes. The tourney was held last weekend.

and meter in shape? Contact BAD Strode, termer
Service manager of Mack & Mick, yews authorized
Mercury & MerCruiser Service Dealer.

appy Holiday Travel Inc
DON McCLURE

main lake, preferring
pockets with steep sides.
"An overcast condition is
ideal. If the sun is bright, I'll
look for shady spots, like the
shady sides of buck bushes."
The best retrieve in calm,
clear water is to hold the rod
tip straight ahead at a 45
degree angle and then
smoothly lift the tip 6-8 inches toward the 90 degree
position. "The nose of the
lure should go under,the bait
glides forward and then bobs
back up. Make sure you've
got your drag pretty tight.
When a bass hits, it'll go
straight down with the bait,
and you need some strength
in your tackle to set the
hooks."
So there are three bass
catching techniques that
should pay dividends in the
next month. Team any of
these with confidence and
patience, and you'll be headed for more excitement and
satisfaction on the water.

1411•111041.11MNS00
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Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake

I know most of you are
familiar with rebel
crankbaits and the wide
variety of colors and sizes
they come in beca rou
mnan
dy
of them have been round
long time. I think you will be'
able to find a rebel suitable
for any depth you choose to
fish or any size line you use.
We do know that a lure being pulled behind a boat will
run more properly at its
maximum depth range, if a
smaller pound test line is used. Get yourself a bait
knocker or retriever and
leave the 40 pound test line at
home.
The best colors to troll
with vary according to the
water color and light conditions so change often until it
clicks.
Happy Fishing!

"tee by Weis Iherse)

to'em to get'em to bite."
-Al Curtis: "I mainly fish
spinnerbaits in the spring,
and the first thing I'd do is go
as far back into a bay as I
could. The water's_ not "too
shallow until I can't move
my boat."
Curtis owns Port Prizer
Point Marina on Barkley
Lake, and for several years
on traveled the country
following several different
professional bass,fishing circuits. Now he stays mostly
on the shores of Barkley,and
it's there he makes ,his
favorite spring bass bait.
"I like a half-ounce spinner with a #4 blade. If the
water has any color to it, I'll
fish a chartreuse bait, and
I'll add on a #11 pork frog.
With the blade rotating on a
clevis, that pork frog goes
side to side and up and down
at the same time."
Curtis singles out isolated
bushes, casting by them and
retrieving the spinner near
the surface. "I'll check out
the back of the bay pretty
good,and if I don't catch any
fish I'll move out and check
the points in the mid-bay
area." Curtis stays with thespinner-pork frog combination, but now he fishes it
slower, almost crawling it
over rocks and stumps in the
deeper water.
When the bass start coming off the nests, they'll
move to small pockets just
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The continuing unstable brush and along rocky
cold fronts have put most of shorelines.
the folks that fish,-between-a
Black bass seem to be the
rock and a hard place! One most affected by these
really cannot find or unusual weather conditions
establish a pattern,for aor„, °PA or scattered like -chaff
length of time especially two in the wind.
days in a row.
They tan be taken on
The only recourse is to plastic worms, topwater
start till overltgain each day buzz baits, spinner baits,
and work real hard changing shallow running crankbaits,
lures and or locations of jig and eels, if you can find
structure until something them!
clicks.
You have to call on all of
Many fish have completed your knowledge of bass
spawning and have moved fishing from years past or
out of shallow water accor- things you have read and
ding to natures plan, yet, give it your best shot.
there are still others that
There is a bright note
haven't.
however, it is time to tie on
The reports on crappie in- those good, Rebel, deep divdicate the best place to fish ing lures and troll for stripes
would be the tops.of the drop - and sauget'. Yep, these fish
offs and ledges, using min- are moving onto the bars and
nows and jigs. However you ledges where we can get to
can still find a few in shallow them.

Adiacent to Sportsman's Safari CaMpground
Rt.5 Benton,KY 42025

502/3544568

fiw.641 South

753-9131

Your U-Haul Headquarters

OWNER: Gary Darnell
1
4

BOATS-MOTORS-ACCESSORIES-MARINE SUPPLIES.

4
4

g*************************W
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THE ACES®IRA
"Free thinkers are generally those who never think
at all." — Lawrence Sterne.
East lost no time in giving
declarer today's unmakable
game. He claimed he
thought his best chance lay
with finding West with a
singleton. The truth was
that he gave the matter no
thought at all.
West led the heart ten and
declarer played an enticing
king from dummy. East
could not refuse the bait and
grabbed his ace quickly to
return another heart.
Dummy's nine won and a
trump finesse lost to West's
king. West tried to reach
East by leading a club but
the defense was finished.
Dummy's ace won, trumps
were drawn and declarer
conceded the diamond ace.
With a hundred, partner,"
he gleamed.
"You should have waited
with your ace of hearts,"
chided West. "Had you done
so, I could lead my second
heart to your ace for the
vital helift ruff after winning my king of spades."
"Declarer didn't fool me
by his play of the heart
king," alibied East. "Your
ten told me where the queen
was." My problem came in
trying to guess whether the
ten was a singleton or the
top of a doubleton."
East may well have
thought about the true iotation of the heart queen but
he didn't give much thought
to South's distribution. If
West had started with a singleton heart, then declarer
would have had to have five

G. CORN,JR.

of them And if that were
NORTH
S-I6-A
•7 5
•K J 9
•K 3 2
•AQ8 5 2
WEST
•K 8 2
•1O5
•A 8 7 5 4
41 7 6 3

Sooth
14
3•
Pass

West
Pass
Pass
Pass

DOWN
I Be in debt
2 Bias
3 Printers
measure
4 Born
5 Assumed
name
6 Keg
7 Singer Ames
8 Conducted
9 Egyptian
president
10 Latin conjunction
11 Tellurium
symbol
17 Pronoun
19 Part of "to
be"
21 Seed coating
23 Den
25 Heavy
showers
26 Proofreader's marks
27 Declared
28 Lamb's pen
name
1

2

3

II

South holds:

the District Council. An
orientation for newly elected
members will also be

5-16-B

presented.
All interested persons are
invited
to
attend, a

•K 8 2
•10
•A 8 7 5 4
41 7 6 3
North
1.
I+

spokesman said.

South
111

ANSWER: Pass. Worth one
constructive bid and that
bid has already been made.
--Send bridge questions to The Aces,
P.O. Box 12363, Dallas, Texas 75225,
with self-addressed, stamped envelope
or reply

-

4

v

5

16

hil 21
27
a2

CUD DODO UM
OUBU MUD CUD
DU MU COMM
CUD BUD UM
Men UM MUD
OM MU UM
DO UUMUIDU BO
CCC OUU DUE
MOO MUU =UK
GEO COO COO
COMM MU LID
COO DOOM MOO
OM MEM MU
30 Sand bar
33 After Aug.
35 Barbecue
equipment
38 Withered
40 Asian
country
43 Classified
46 Eagle's nest
48 Wearies
51 Conjunction
6

7

53 Compass pt.
56 Sunburn
58 Article
60 Choose
61 Sun god
62 Overhead
train
64 Behold's
companyi
66 Babylonian
deity
111

22

market advanced
broadly again today, extending Thursday's rally. 7.7.c

Gainers
outnumbered
losers by close to a 2-1
margin in the over-all tally
of
New
York
Stock

Exchange-listed issues.
Ford Motor rose 7/8 to 23/
1
2.
The company said Thursday
it expected to be near the
breakeven point for the second quarter.
Schlumberger,
which
voted a 3-for-2 stock split
Thursday, climbed 1% to
101%.
The NYSE's composite index picked up .31 to 76.33. At
the American Stock Exchange,the market value index was up 1.66 at 370.95.
Volume on the Big Board
totaled 31.86 million shares
with two hours to go.
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FOR SALE
1978 LaSalle 24' X 60' House Trailer
and Lot located on Highway 94 West.
1967 Winston 12' x 55' House Trailer
and Lot located at Lynnville, Ky.
1970 Armor 10'X40' House Trailer
1960 Detroiter 10' X 42' House Trailer
and Lot located on Highway 121 South.

West Ky. Rural Eledric
Cooperative Corporation
Murray-Mayfield

753-5012

1V4 Home Insulation Program

Call 753-1893, Extension 272, 243, 241,
or 275.

We've Slashed

Prices 25%!

40

42
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67

If your home is not properly insulated,
you can either suffer through another
summer with hot weather and high
electric bills . . . or you can call us and
request a free Home Insulation Program
survey. A trained energy advisor will
inspect your home and tell you what to
do to save money and keep cool. You
may be eligible for an interest-free loan
to pay for the cost of weatherizing your
home..
-
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EASY CHOICE
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NEW YORK (AP) — The
stock

Whatkind of My will tomorClose ties are [Min' g inrow be? To find mit what the dependent. Let
others do their
stars say, read the forecast own thing. Little
problems
given for your birth Sign.
may make you feel a bit putupon.
ARIES
SAGITTARIUS
404
40
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) °
CFA (Nov.22to Dec.21) ^
At times you'll feel like
If you overspend now, expect tuipleasant repercussions withdrawing into yourself.
from close ties. This is not the Don't mope. Utilize solitude
time to bite off more than you constructively. Tackle uncan chew.
finished tasks.
TAURUS
CAPRICORN
(Apr.20 to May 20) ile
,
a
(Dec.22to Jan. 19)
Though you're articulate,
Others may be quickothers aren't ready to tempered. Though you're in
cooperate. Put ideas into mo- the mood for socializing, other
tion, but be considerate of concerns
may
take
others'feelings.
precedence. Accept responGEMINI
sibility.
(May 21 toJune20)
AQUARIUS
Downplay friction with co- (Jan. 20th Feb. 18)
workers. The need' for
An argument could develoe
pleasure conflicts with duty. over a career matter. Don't
Children may be unruly in the expect people on the outside to
evening hours.
understand the intricacies of
CANCER
your position.
(June21 toJuly 22)
PISCES
It's an up-and-dovm time (Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
regarding romantic interests.
Friends aren't in the mood
Confide in a close friend. to hear advice. Keep your opiHome life is not conducive to nions to yourself for now.
entertaining now.
Politics and religion are
LEO
touchy subjects.
(July 23 to Aug. M) 41244 •
YOU BORN TODAY are inA business meeting should dependent and at home in
go well, but domestic pro- large ventures. In business
blems compete for your atten- you may have a special talent
tion. Arguments not begun for banking and management,
can't continue endlessly.
though at times you're erratic
VIRGO
in the handling of your own
finances. Your greatest suc(Aug.23toSept.22)
You're liable to get the cor- cess comes when you ally
rect advice. Still, it will be dif- yourself with a cause you can
ficult to convince others of the believe in. You work well for
feasibility of your plans.
the public interest. You have
LIBRA
original ideas, but need to
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
develop your practical talents
Don't be envious of to implement them. Music,the
another's good fortune. Avoid stage and writing are other
dissension about finances. possible avenues to distincMorning hours are best for im- tion. Birthdate of: Jean
portant discussions.
Gabin, actor;
Maureen
SCORPIO
O'Sullivan, actress; and
(Oct. 23 toNov.21) iltAtif. Stewart Alsop,columnist.

III
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Gainers Outnumber
Losers By 2-1
In Stock Market

The Dow Jones average of
30 industrials, up 5.31
Thursday, rose 7.48 to 980.55
by 2 p.m.today.

Answer to Friday's Puzzle
_

13

15 II

parents of participating
students and teachers at
each school in the Calloway
County school system, has as
its purpose a parent-input into the planning and evalua-

, ond turn so that l'sbN
.
might exercise more choice members for a two year
over the best possible term at each school and
representative members to
contract.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
I Unlock. .
5 Son of Adam
9 Deposit
12 Walk in
water
13 Gold fabric
14 Had brunch
15 Ending with
high or low
16 Afghanistan
prince
18 Parent:
colloq
20 Tantalum
Symbol
22 Nobleman
24 Refuse from
grapes
27 Father
29 Scorch
31 Chinese
pagoda ,
32 Heads or —
34 Falsehoods
36 Negative
prefix
37 Partners
39 Grumble
41 Scale note
42 Imitates
44 Initial
45 Greek letter
47 Jog •
49 Makes lace
SO Changes the
color of
52 Emerald isle
54 Negative
55 Decay
57 Waste allowance
59 Artificial language
61 Flower necklace
63 Toward the
shelter
65 Fiber plant
67 Beverage
68 Bows
69 Direction

FOR SUNDAY,MAY 17, 1981

tion of the Title I Reading
and Readiness Programs at
Opening lead: Heart ten
Southwest, East and North
Elementary Schools.
true, then he surely would
The agenda will include
have bid that suit at his
.jitte ''.on of council

Bid with Corn

1),
4
/

Fraaces Drake

Advisory Councils will meet
at 11:30 a.m. Thursday, May
19, in the Holiday Inn
Restaurant located on South
12th Street, Murray.
The council, made up ol

Vulnerable: North-South
Dealer: North. The bidding:
East
Pass
Pass
Pass

Your Individual
Horoscope

The Calloway - County
School District Title I Parent

EAST
•6 3
•A 7 4 2
•10 9 6
•KJI0 4

SOUTH
•AQJI094
•Q 8 6 3
•Q J
•9

North
I.
1 NT
4•

Meeting Set
For Advisory
Councils

61"

SS
99
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Enjoy your favorite Sirloin Stockade
meal at 25% Savings! We've
slashed every price on our
menu an aver e of 25%!
Feed the e re family
it these low:low
prices! But hurry!
Deals this good
can't last
forever!

UUU

2-SPEED WASHER & MATCHING DRYER
M Permanent Press and Knits/Delicates. cycles el
Regular cycle for Heavy, Normal, Light Soil, and Activated Soak
Bleach dispenser 10 Dryer with up to
90 minute timer EI Permanent Press and Poly Knits
cycle D Up-front lint filter MI Porcelain enamel finish
drum.
Washer Model WLW2500A

Dryer Model 0IE11550A

'Gas Model Slightly Higher
•

West Ky. Appliance
Salos--Sorsim—Parfs
641 N. Across From Smorgasbord 763-4478

Offer good 7 days a week thru
May 31, 1981
at participating

Sirloin Stockades.

SIRLOIN®
STOCKADE
Bel Air Shopping Center

PAC

orts
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RIPPING THE BIG ONE — Bruce Taylor tags a hanging curve ball in
the bottom of the ninth inning to score Mark Boggess with the win-

fling run as Murray defeated Livingston Central, 4-3, for the region
championship.

Staff Photos By David Hibbitts

Boggess, Roberts Set Stage For Herndon, Taylor

de,

•

Tigers Refuse To Keel Over,
Rally To Win Region Title, 4-3
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ONE STEP AWAY — Mark Boggess goes into third base on an error just before
scoring the game-winning run on Bruce Taylor's single.
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THE BIRD ROLLS ALONG — Murray starter Robin Roberts held Livingston Central
scoreless until the sixth inning when a couple of mistakes tied the region championship game.
. -

By DAVID HIBBITTS
Sports Editor
These guys just have not
learned when /o keel
over...not even when the
clouds are darkening and the
tide is turning.
All Murray's 4-3 region
championship win over Livingston Central in nine innings yesterday had was the
script — or could it now be
transcribed
into
a
screenplay — of its entire
1981 season compressed into
one afternoon as well as a
revisiting -of its tournament
trail last year.
In the words of Murray
catcher Bruce Taylor, who
was playing for his fourth
region championship and
drove in the game-winning
run in the bottom of the ninth
inning, "These games are
exhausting, but this one is
also sweet."
Maybe it is a taste for the
bittersweet that has made it
almost habitual for the
Tigers to find themselves in
a comfortable position, act
like they are going to relinquish it and then pick up the
pieces and start all over
again.
Yesterday's version seemed to capsulize the story of
this 1981 team as a freshman

and one big "bird" set the
table for two other key
seniors, while
other
subscripts that could never
be fully believed were keeping the Tigers alive.
Without starting pitcher
Robin Roberts' first five
shutout innings and plays
almost unheard of for a
freshman by Mark Boggess
in centerfield, Taylor may
not have had his chance.
"They sure do not come
easy," Murray coach Cary
Miller said about the win
Murray had deposited with a
3-0 lead; then lost when Livingston tied it at 3-3; almost
had reversed when Livingston put the winning run
in scoring position in three of
the final four innings, but
finally sealed on Taylor's
hit.
Taylor was given the opportunity to deliver when
Boggess led off the inning by
going with an outside pitch to
slice a single to right field
and then stole second base
before David McMillen's
sacrifice bunt attempt had
been overthrown at first.
So when the overdue
Taylor did indeed get his
chance, he just leaned back
and stung a hanging curve
ball that could still be echo-

•

,

ing out there in right field.
"He had been throwing a
lot of slow curves and I had
been ahead of them," Taylor
said about being so due to
deliver the crucial one. He
threw me the same pitch, a
hanging curve, and I was
just trying to hit it out
there."
Once again, Taylor spoke
in admiration of the relief
work done by Tony Herndon,
who spelled Roberts in the
sixth inning.
"Herndon keeps his
poise," Taylor said about the
senior's ability to keep getting out of jams. "He is the
greatest."
Before Herndon did his
job, Roberts, known as the
"bird," had been practically
overpowering Livingston
almost as David Milton had
stymied Caldwell County in
the region opener.
He had allowed just three
hits and walked two batters
until a couple of mistakes in
the sixth, however, caused
Miller to make a change and
settle down his team.
After all, despite Roberts'
strong performance, Herndon had been called on so
many times before, and
there was no reason not to
use him again.
Roberts said that he
wanted to pitch as long and
as hard as he could knowing

that Herndon was available
When the next batter's dipto come in as a stopper.
ping fly to right center apReviewing the drama, peared to be eluding his
Herndon did not seem to reach on the run, Boggess
have minded being faced gracefully dove for the ball
with the pressure to which and caught it cleanly for
has become accustomed.
critical out number two.
"It seems that when I get
"Boggess made a fantastic
in jams, I throw harder," he catch," Miller said, -and his
said. "I just need to throw throw to third was a big, big
hard every time. The play.
fastball is really the dif"We also knew if he could
ference."
get him on base (to lead off
It was one of Herndon's the ninth), he could steal sefastballs Miller admitted he cond base."
did not even see that nearly
Miller did not want to let
put the final crusher on the Roberts' important role go
Livingston sixth.
unnoticed.
But when a line drive was
"Robin.., did what we
lashed straight back to the wanted him to do for five innmound, Herndon just stared ings," Miller said. "But we
it down and watched it go in made some mistakes behind
his glove to close that door.
him.
While Herndon had gotten
"Tony came in and put out
the final out, the other two the fire as he has all year."
outs in the inning were the
Miller was practically
result of two virtually in- euphoric when he stopped to
describable plays by Bog- realize how far his team has
gess.
come in matching the proAfter a sacrifice bunt at- gress of last year's group.
tempt, Taylor's throw to se- "I am real proud of this
cond got away into center- group," he said. "They have
field, where Boggess charg- been very determined all
ed forward to scoop the ball year."
up and fire a perfect throw to
Murray,now 18-9, will play
Ronnie Pace at third to nail in the substate at Owensboro
the ruruier.
next week.
While Livingston had Livingston
0000 0 30 00—
5• scored one run, Murray had 3
Murray . 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 — 4 5 3
one very important out. Yet, Bohanon,
Leidecker (31 and M.
Boggess was only holding Terry; Robin Roberts, Tony Herndon
(Gland Bruce Taylor.
back for one even better.
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It was a tough 19 days,"
said Lukas on the eve of today's 106th Preakness at
Pimlico in which the Californian sent Partez, third-place
finisher in the May 2 Kentucky Derby. The colt faced
12 rivals, including Pleasant
Colony and Woodchopper,
the 1-2 finishers in the Derby.
"I had to wait 19 days
before I found out that he
won the Preakness," said
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Codex, who finished 43.4
lengths in front of runnenip
Genuine Risk,the winner.
But the ABC telecast and
reruns, spurred by comments from Howard Cosell
and Eddie Arcaro, fanned
the controversy. "
Did Codex bump the filly
at the head of the stretch?
Did Cordero hit the filly in
the face with his whip? Did
Cordero force the filly so far
out on the turn that he put
her out of contention.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert
Firestone, owners of Genuine Risk,accepted the loss
at first. The filly's trainer,
LeRoy Jolley, said Genuine
Risk may have been
hindered, but he praised
Codex's performance.
. However, after the outpouring of sympathy from
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The Econo-Mate' Exclusive Features:

terfield.

• Huge 4" Top Rails
• Heavy Duty Bottom Rail • Aluminum Swing-up
• Heavy gauge steel sidevsalls • Foundation
and In-Pool Ladders
• Exclusive "Lock-Frame" ,-. • Heavy gauge solid vinyl • Advanced over-the-wall
liner
construction
• Skimmer Cartridge
Dimension • 16' x 31'• Swim Area • 15' x 24' x 4' .Filtration Unit

Lukas Returns To Scene Of Controversy
Lukas. "When the hearing
started, I was in New York
with the horse waiting for
the Belmont Stakes, and I'd
ride down in a helicopter for
hearings. I was there every
day."
Angel Cordero's ride
aboard Codex, who beat Genuine Risk, the first filly to
win the Derby in 65 years,
prompted indignation from
many in the record crowd of
83,455 and the nation's television viewers.
Cordero was back in this
year's Preakness, riding
Flying Nashua, as was
Jacinto Vasquez, Genuine
Risk's jockey who claimed
foul against Cordero. Vasquez was aboard Highland
Blade today.
The stewards held Cordero
blameless and declared

PRE SEASON
$S
8
PE
8
CI
8
AL00
Reg. $1388.
Now only
INSTALLED

We feature
Esther Williams
Pools, the #1
pool in the
country

so.

By *DICK JOYCE
AP Sports Writer
BALTIMORE (AP) —
Trainer Wayne Lukas
figures he won last year's
Preakness with Codex three
times -- on the track, in the
stewards' stand and at a
hearing conducted by the
Maryland Racing Commis-
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TAKING A PERFECT THROW — Murray third baseman Ronnie Pace
gets an important out after Mark Boggess had fired a strike from cen-

Tona
land
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erste/
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telephone calls and letterstb
newspapers throughout the
country, the Firestones
changed their minds two
days later. They appealed
the stewards' decision to the
Maryland Racing Commission and got a hearing.
The purse money was
upheld — $180,600 to the win-

BEAT THE HEAT...THE CROWDS... •GUARANTEED SERVICE
HIGH VACATION COSTS...
• FINANCING AVAILABLE
GAS SHORTAGE
• NO DOWN PAYMENT

ner and $40,000 for second.
After 14 witneses were
heard, still photographs
DEAL DIRECT WITH THE FACTORY
presented and video tapes
ELIMINATE SALESMANS COMMISSION
were played and replayed,
the commision voted 3-1 to
IN ILLINOIS AND KENTUCKY Toll Free 1-800-457-2200
uphold Codex's victory.
LOCRI Calls 812-948-5121 ELSEWHERE IN INDIANA CALL COLLECT
"I was branded a thug and
OPEN 24 HOURS — 7 DAYS
a crook," said Lukas,"but it
41.1
•
MINI NM NM MIN NIM 11111 MN INN IMB MEI NIN
NM NE NIN 11111
NM INN
was a learning experience.

MAIL COUPON • OR TELEPHONE
VOTE NO. 1
In Experience
VOTE NO.2
On The Ballot
ELECT

DAVID
BALENTINE
SHERIFF
Paid For By Candidate
**************

OLYMPIC POOLS
obligation please send a representative with information on pools
0 DAYS 0 AFTERNOONS 0 EVENINGS

I
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I
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We service the states of Kentucky. Southern Illinois & Southern Indiana
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Major Leagues T-Ball Summer
At A Glance
Schedule
By The Anackied Pon
Anserion logo
EAST
W L
Pd. GB
Cleveiond
16 a
Baltunore
17 11 .607 1
New York
1613 .561 III
Boston
16 14 .533 3
bldwarkee
15 15 .500 4
Detroit
15 16 .4114 441
Toronto
10 22 .313 10
WEST
addend
25 10 .714 —
Texas
/
2
111 12 1180 41
Chicago
15 14 .517 7
3 17 .514 7
California
11 20 .355 12
Minnesota
Seattle
II 21 .323 13
Kansas City
7 18 .210 13
Frktry's Comes
Bolton 4, Kansas City 3
Cleveland 3, Throb 0
Seattle at New York ppd., rain
1
$1111111114.
Milwaukee 1,()MOM 0
Texas 2, Chicago I
Baltimore 9. Ntinnesota 4
Saturday's Genies
Toronto Todd 141 at (r..eLancl (Garland 32)
thlifornia t Riu 001 at Detroit (Romero
231
Baltimore (Stone 33) at Mimesota
(Kcosman 1-51
Kansas City (Gtra 34) at Boston (Eckeniey 3-2)
SOW I Gleaton 3-5) at New Yort
(T.Underwood 1-4). (n)
Oaldand (Kingman 2-21 at Mlwaukee
(larch 241, (n)
Texas Damn 4-2) at Chicago (Bora
3-2), (n)
Simday's Games
Toronto at Cleveland, 2
California at Detroit
Kansas City at Boston
Seattle at New York
Texas at Chicago
'Tali/ore at Minnesota
Oakland at Milwaukee

Warm Calaway Casty
TamilSelathale
1111
Moaday,May 11
Blue Jays vs Braves
5:30 p.m
6:30p.m
Meta vs Yanks
Tuesday, May 19
5:30p.m
Giants vs Red Sox
Pallas vs Cardinals
6:30 p.m.
Tuesday,May 21
5:30p.m.
Red Sox vs Braves
Yanks vs Blue Jays
6:30p.m.
Friday, May 22
Cardinals vs Meta
5:30p.m
Philhes vs Giants
6:30p.m
Saturday, May 23
Blue Jays vs Fted Sox
10:00a.m
Yanks vs Cardinals
11:00 a.m
Monday,May n
5:30p.m.
Mets vs Giants
6:30p.m
Braves vs Phillies
Tuesday, May 211
Cardinals vs Blue Jays
5:30p.m.
6:30p.m
Red Sox vs Philhes
v

5:30 p.m. 111.1A-""liaY
Gian2li
ts vsYanks
6:30p.m
Meta vs Braves
Friday, May 21
Blue Jays vs Minas
5:30p.m.
6:30p.m.
Giants vs Cardinals
Monday,Joe 1
5:30p.m
Braves vs Yanks
6:30p.m.
Metz vs Red Sox
Timidity, Joe 2
5:30p.m
Phillies vs Mets
6:30 p.m. ......... Giants vs Blue Jays
Thursday,JIM 4
5:30p.m
Fled So vs Yanks
Cardinals vs Braves
6:30 p.m
June
5
Friday,
5:30p.m
Red Sox vs CardinaLs
6:30p.m
Blue Jays vs Meta
Saturday,Joe 6
Yanks vs Phillies
10:00a.m.
11:00a.m
_ Braves vs Giards
Monday,Joe 8
5:30p.m
Yanks vs Meta
Braves vs Blue Jays
6:30p.m
Tuesday,Josef
Cardinals vs Pinnies
5:30p.m.
6:30p.m
Red Sox vs Giants
Thursday,Joe 11
5:30p.m.
Braves vs Red Sox
6:30p.m.
Rlue Jays vs Yanks
Friday,Joe 12
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Giants vs Phillies
5:30p.m
EAST
Cardinals vs Yanks
6:30p.m.
W L Pd. GB
Saturday,Joe 13
SL Louis
17 9 .654 —
Meta vs Cardinals
10:00 a.m
Philadelphia
20 12 .625 —
11:00a.m
Fted Sox vs Blue Jays
Montreal
17 14 .5411 2/
1
2
Monday,Joe 15
Pittsburgh
12 14 .462 5
5:30p.m.
Giants vs Meta
8 20 .2116 10
New York
6:30p.m.
Phillies vs Braves
Chicago
5 23 .179 13
Tuesday,Joe 16
5:30p.m.
WEST
Blue Jays vs Cardinals
6:30p.m
Phillies vs Red Sox
Loa Angeles
31 9 .727
Thursday,
June 11
18 14 .583 5/
Atlanta
1
2
5:30p.m
Braves vs Meta
Cincinnati
18 14 .563 5/
1
2
Yanks vs Giants
San Francisco
1118 .500 7/
1
2 6:30p.m.
Friday,June9
Haman
16 18 .471 8/
1
2
Phillies vs Blue Jays
San Diego
13 21 .382 111
/
2 5:30p.m.
6:30p.m.
Cardinals vs Giants
Frieby's Ganes
Saturday,Joie 20
CinCillrlati 4, Pittstergh 1
Giants vs Braves
10:00 a.m
MOO 11, StIntia 3
11:00a.m
Meta vs Phillies
Harkin 5, Cticago 0
Moaday,Joe 22
Philadelphia 2, San Diego 1
5:30p.m.
Blue Jays vs Giants
Los Angeles 6, New York 5
6:30p.m.
Red Sox valdets
San FrafIcilE0 4, Mantras! 2
Tuesday,.11111e 23
Satorday's Games
5:30 p.m
Braves vs Cardinals
Yanks vs Red Sox
Cincinnati (InCcas 1-4) at Pittsburgh 6:30p.m
Thursday,June 25
(Scurry 1-1)
5:30p.m.
Meta
vs Blue Jays
Moires! (Ins 1-1) at San Francisco
6:30p.m
Yanks vs Braves
(Grn 3-2)
Friday,June IS
StLexis (Martina 0-2) at Atlanta
5:30p.m.
Phinles vs Yanks
(Boggs 14), (n)
6:30p.m
Cardinals vs Red Sox
Chiogo (Marti 1-1) at Hcuston (Ryan
All make up games will be played on
2-1), (0)
Wednesday and Saturday. First team
New York (Rdots 0.2) at lo Angeles listed is the home team. Home team
(Hon 50), (n)
has third bane dugout.
Philadelphia (Ctristenson 1-3) at San
Diego (War 14), (n)
Sodny's Games
Cincinnati at Pltsburgh
Sticuis at Atlanta
By The Associated Press
Chicago at Houston
TENNIS
New York at Los Angeles
HAMBURG,West Germany )AP)—
Philadelphia at San Diego
Jimmy Connors beat Tomas Smid of
Montreal at Sin Francisco
Czechoslovakia 24,6-3,6-2 to enter the
semlfhiaLS of the 75th West German
OPen•
In other action, Harold Solomon
outclassed Corrado Barazzati of Italy
By The Associated Press
8-1, 6-2; Belau Taroay beat Tony
BASEBALL
Giammalva 6-4, 6-2; and Peter
League
bistiool
McNamara crf Australia beat Angel
PITTSBURGH PIRATES — Placed Gimenez6.1,6-2.
Dave Parker, outfielder, on the 15-day
LUGANO, Switzerland (AP) —
disabled list. Pie-chased the contract
Chris Evert Lloyd breezed past Kathy
of Matt Alexander, outfielder, from
Horvath 6-2, 6-0 in the the quarterPortland of the Pacific Coast League.
finals of the $100,000Swiss Open.
FOOTBALL
In other matches, Romania's
Nstiosal Football League
Virginia Ruzici beat Hans
HOUSTON OILERS — Signed MorStrachanova 24, 34,- Regina Marris Towns, offensive lineman, 10—a
aikova of Czechoslovakia defeated
series el one-year contracts.
Dianne From/apnea( Australia 64,6-4;
NEW YORK JETS — Released Pat
and Sylvia Hallam of West Germany
Antonacci, Terry Baler and Armand
beat Candy Reynolds 6-3, 7-5.
Caere,linebackers; Henry Bush,runTOKYO (AP) — Pam Siuiver
ning back; Jedd Selman, guard; defeated Billie Jean King 74, 7-5 to
tackle;
defensive
Michael WWiarns,
move into the semifinals of the $200,000
and Milt Williams, naming back. Ac- Gunze Tournament.
quired Tim Moon, tight aid, on
In other matches, West Germany's
waiversfrom Detroit.
Bettina Bum beat Australia's Wendy
PHILADELPHIA EAGLES — Sign- Turnbull 6-4,6-1
ed Bin Gower,running back.
In men's play)Gene Mayer tapped
PITTSBURGH STEELERS — Sign- Jim Karniwazurni of Japan 6-2,7,5.
Bill
ed Mike Natale, linebacker;
TULSA,Okla.(AP)— Dick Stockton
Dudish, defensive tackle, and Rudy broke a 12-point tiebreaker to defeat flPhillips, guard, to tree agent con- le Nastase of France 74, 6-4; while
Tom Gunnison topped Eddie Dibbs of
WASHINGTON REDSKINS — Trad- Miami Beach,Fla.„64,6-3 in the Bank
ed Jeff Williams,offensive lineman,to of Oklahoma Classic. In other matthe San Diego Chargers for Wilbur ches, Roscoe Tanner beat Stan Smith
Young,defensive linenian.
6-3, 6-7,8-1; and Teen Gorman downed
HOCKEY
Pat Dupre 6-7,6-1,6-0.
Nabeasil Hockey League
GOLF
HARTFORD WHALERS — Signed
FORT WORTH,Texas(AP) — Only
Kevin McClelland,right wing.
nine men,including Jerry Heard with
GENERAL
a 5-under-par 65, were able to comCOLUMBIA NATIONAL BASKET- plete play before a series of
BALL TEAM — Named Jim thunderstorms forced a postponement
McGregor basketball coach.
in the second round of the $300,000 ColCOLLEGE
onial National Invitation tournament.
CAL POLY-SAN LUIS OBISPO —
The postponement left Heard as the
Named Richard Heaton acting direc- clubhouse leader with a Whole total of
tor of athletics.
139.

Sports In Brief

Transactions

CELEBRATING ANOTHER REGION CHAMPIONSHIP — The Murray baseball team
defeated Livingston Central, 4-3, yesterday to advance to the substate in Owen-

sboro next week. The draw will be held Sunday.
Staff Photio Bv David Hibbitts

Barker Pitches First Perfect Game Since 1968
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Len Barker has had a lot of
good moments in baseball,
but Friday night was just
perfect.
"His curveball was
awesome," said Cleveland
Indians pitching coach Dave
Duncan. "He and (catcher)
Ron Hassey recognized that
early."
The Toronto Blue Jays
knew it, too, especially after
nine innings of brilliant pitching by the 25-year-old
fireballer, who hurled the
first perfect game in the major leagues since 1968 with a
3-0 shutout.
"I know I pitched a perfect
game, but it really hasn't set
yet," said Barker. "I pitched no-hitters in American
Legion ball, but I always
walked nine or ten batters."
Noted for one of the
hardest fastballs in the
American League, Barker
relied heavily on a sharpbreaking curve against the
Blue Jays. Duncan said 60 of
the 103 pAehes thrown by
Barker were curveballs.
"I was thinking about it all
the way," said the 6-foot-4,
225-pound Barker,a 19-game
winner last year for
Cleveland. "But you can't
take it all that seriously until
the last inning. You've still
got three guys to go and any
one of them can get a hit, a
blooper or something."
A mist at Cleveland's

Municipal Stadium seemed
to benefit, rather than
hinder, Barker. He said:
"I'm always wetting the ball
and rubbing it up to get a bett'grip on it. The mist just
g ve me more moisture to
work with."
In other AL games, it was
Milwaukee 3, Oakland 0;
Boston 4, Kansas City 3:

AL Roundup
Baltimore 9, Minnesota 4;
Detroit 5, California 1, and
Texas 2, Chicago 1. Rain
postponed the Seattle-New
York game.
Barker's control was
flawless from start to finish
on a coal evening. The highkicking righthander from
Fort Knox, Ky.,struck out 11
and never threw more than
two balls to any one Toronto
hitter.
The last time a perfect
game was pitched in major
league baseball was back on
May 8, 1968, when Oakland's
Catfish Hunter hurled a 4-0
classic against the Minnesota Twins.
Barker's no-hitter was the
second in a week in the majors, following Charlie Lea's
4-0 classic for Montreal
against San Francisco last
Sunday, but only the third in
two years. Last year, Los
Angeles' Jerry Reuss pitched the only no-hitter in the
big leagues, against the
Giants.

Barker's beauty was the
first no-hitter thrown in the
American League since Bert
Blyleven did it for Texas
against California on Sept.
22, 1977. Ironically, Blyleven
pitched no-hit ball against
Toronto for eight innings
May 6 and finished with a
two-hitter in a 4-1 victory.
The Indians scored all the
runs Barker needed Friday
night with two in the first inning on Andre Thornton's
sacrifice fly and Ron
Hassey's RBI single. They
added a run in the eighth on
Jorge Orta's home run.
Brewers 3, A's 0
Ben Ogilvie drove in two
runs with two singles and a
triple, while Pete Vuckorich
and two relievers combined
on a six-hitter, leading
Milwaukee over Oakland.
Jamie Easterly and Rollie
Fingers finished up for
Vuckovich with Fingers
posting his fifth save.
"Hitting is contagious,"
said Milwaukee Manager
Buck Rodgers, who thought
that his Brewers may be
coming out of a recent slump
with their 11-hit attack.
"Whatever it was, it was
step in the right direction."
Red Sox 4, Royals 3
Carney Lansford's basesloaded single with two out in
the ninth snapped a 3-3 tie
and lifted Boston over Kansas City. Renie Martin
retired the first two batters
before walking Carl Yaz-

UK Will Have To Fight Back
STARKVILLE, Miss.
(AP) — Kentucky will have
to fight back through the
loser's bracket today if the
Wildcats are to keep alive
hopes of winning the
Southeastern Conference
baseball tournament.
Kentucky dropped a 3-2
decision Friday night to SEC
Western Division champion
Mississippi State, and today
moved in against Alabama,
a 3-2 loser to Eastern Division champion Fiona in

Friday's other opening
round game. The loser of the
Kentucky-Alabama clash
will be knocked out of the
double-elimination tournament, with the winner moving on to the third round of
Play.
Meanwhile, Mississippi
State takes on Florida in the
winner's bracket game
tonight.

trzemski. Yastrzemski moved to second on Jim Rice's
single and then gave way to
pinch-runner Reid Nichols.
Tony Perez walked on a 3-2
count to load the bases for
Lansford.
"I wanted him to throw me
a strike," Lansford said of
Martin."I just didn't want to
swing at a ball. I didn't want
to hit his pitch. Then I was
mad at myself when he put
the first pitch by me for a
strike. I wasn't going to let
that happen again."
Orioles 9,Twins 4
Ken Singleton drove in
four runs and collected three
hits, including a two-run
homer, and reliever Sammy
Stewart hurled four
scoreless innings as
Baltimore defeated Minnesota.
Singleton belted a two-run
homer to help Baltimore
take a 3-0 first-inning lead
after Rich Dauer had an
RBI single. In the eighth,
Singleton lined a two-run
single to make the score 7-4.
Dennis Martinez was the
winner with fine relief help

from Stewart, who only
allowed one hit.
Tigers 5, Angels 1
Rookie first baseman Rick
Leach, the former star
quarterback ,from the
University of Michigan,
drove in a pair of runs as
Detroit defeated California
behind the six-hit pitching of
JacleMorris.
It was the first start for
Leach in Tiger Stadium
since the quarterback, who
played for Michigan in three
Rose Bowls and one Orange
Bowl, was called up from the
Tigers' top farm club at
Evansville in the American
Association two weeks ago.

Rangers 2, White Sox 1
Ferguson Jenkins and
Steve Csoner combined on a
three-hitter and Al Oliver's
sacrifice fly scored the winning run in the seventh inning
as Texas beat Chicago.
Bump Wills led off the Texas
seventh with a double and
took third on a balk by White
Sox starter and loser
Richard Dotson, 4-2. Oliver's
fly ball to left brought Wills
home.
Jenkins gave up a homer
to Carlton Fisk in the first inning, but then settled down
to strike out six and walk
four before needing Corner's
relief help in the eighth.

Elect

Max E. Morris
Your
Calloway County

Circuit Court
Clerk
Damocratic Primary-May 26th
"The Man For The Offict"
Momiter 2 On Tim Ballot

Paid Ifec By Moats To
Eke Max E. Maris

.

a

STAY COOL AND
POCKET THE
CHANGE

off Kentucky relief ace Jeff
Keener in the seventh inning
of the tournament opening,
scoring Pete White with the
deciding run.

Winkler's- RBI single
broke up a pitchers', duel
between Mississippi 51tafe8
Don Mundie, 124, and Kentucky's Scott Tockstein, 3-2.
Tockstein picked up the loss
when Winkler reached
Mississippi State center- Keener for the gamewinning
fielder Brad Winkler singlea hit.

Crittenden MVP In All-Star Game
PADUCAH, Ky. — Howie
Crittenden, a starter on the
Murray basketball team for
the past two seasons, was
named the Most Valuable
Player in the western Kentucky high school all-stars'
124-96 win over a team of all-

stars from southern Illinois
in a third annual game at
Paducah Community College Thursday.
Crittenden, who scored 19
points and had sit assists,
said that it was the first time
he had played on a team that

scored over 100 points.
"It was a good game,"
Crittenden said."I really enjoyed it."
Crittenden also said he
was preparjng for a possible
rematch.at Southeastern Illinois next Friday.

Sneva Anticipates Wait For Chance To Qualify
By HANK LOWENKRON
just didn't have the time to
AP Sports Writer
get it ready and go for the
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — pole. We didn't participate in
Fornizr high school prin- last Friday's draw, and that
cipal Tom Sneva knows he meant we had to go to the
will have a chance to qualify back of the line last Saturfor the 1981 Indianapolis 500 day."
in his new March machine,
Twenty-seven cars were
but the two-time national eligible to go for the pole todriving champion was an- day, which is currently held
ticipating a lot of waiting by A.J. Foyt with a four-lap
before he gets that oppor- average of 196.078 mph.
tunity,
Three more cars, which also
Sneva, who holds the one- were guaranteed a chance to
lap and four-lap qualifying make the field while being
records at the Indianapolis Ineligible for the pole, were
Motor Speedway, gave his scheduled to go out before
new,car its final test Friday Sneva.
and recorded a lap of 199.690. The car was built in
The ,car is not eligible to England and didn't arrive
qualify for the pole today, 'here until after the track
although it is guaranteed a opened for practice.
chance at making the 33-car
Sneva said he didn't 'anfield.
ticipate pushing the car in
"We always knew we the quest for speed today,
wanted to qualify this car," but that if the conditions
said the 32-year-old who has were right he might see if it
finished second here three of could top his one-lap record
the.past four years."But,we of2413.620.

His time was the second
There are three other Eagle on Friday.
fastest recorded by the elec- drivers that have recorded
Nine cars qualified for the
tric.eye during a busy Fri- quicker laps in practice than field in last week's rainday when a record 63 cars Foyt's qualifying time. They plagued action. Once the 33took to the track in the last include Mike Mosley, who car field is filled, the slowest
full day of practice before was timed at 197.8 in his cars can be knocked out by
Sunday's scheduled end of Chevy-powered Dan Gurney faster qualifiers.
qualifications.
Top honors Went to twotime Indy winner Bobby
Unser, who took his Penske
PC-9B around the 21
/
2-mile
oval track at a speed of
201.387. That was the top
time of the month. The
previous high was 200.312 by
1979 winner Rick Mears, a,
teammate of Unser.
Mears and Unser were
among the drivers still eligible for a shot at the pole.
Danny Ongais,the only other'
driver clocked at 200, was
not even assured of a chance
at qualifying his car since he
missed his turn on the opening day of qualifications and
has 38 cars ahead of him in
Public Invited—No Admission
the qualification lineup.

Lyndia Cochran
Dance and
• Gymnastics Studio
Presents

Silver Jubilee
25 Yrs. of-Dancing
Tuesday May 19,1981
7:00 p.m.
Lovett Auditorium

Under the Home Insulation Program, we
can help you stay cool and save money.
The program offers a free home energy
survey and interest-free loans to cover
the cost of weatherizing your home. Call
today and ask about TVA's Home
Insulation Program.

Murray Electric
System
401 01hre

733-5312

1.-V4 Home Insulation Program
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2. Notice

2. Notice

special
We
have
packages for Tay Tots

RIVERIA
COURTS

Carter Studio I

Has mobile homes
for rent. Students
welcome! Special
rates!! We also
have special deals
for lot renters!
Come live with us!
753-3280.

SPECIAL
THIS WEEK
COLT BUNTLINE
SPECIAL
45 Colib r
12 inch barrel
VERNON S
WESTERN '1041
Olympi Piora
Open 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
7S3-71I3

Live Catfish
AN Sizes!
MURRAY BAIT
COMPANY
753-56,93

Special
I
This Week
Stevens 12 gauge
double bairel Model
311
S149.95
GOLD &
SILVER PAWN
SHOP
Olympic Plata
Open 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
753 7113

TRUCKLOAD
SALE

VOTE FOR

Billy Joe
Kingins

Mexican
Imports
,
14 •

For
Calloway County
Court Clerk
May Primary

Pots, Stands, Shelves
8. Figurines. Large
Selection Western
Hats & Feather Bonds.

I

NEW CONCORD
GROCERY

for

.ee

Your Vote and Influence
Will Be Appreciated

Lost & Found

Lost Twin size box springs
on Highway 94 West. Call
753 6476

C Help Wanted
BIBLE CALL
Sex In Marriage 7594444. Bible Story
- 759-4445.

U-PICK
STRAWBERRIES
9 acres at North 16th
and Poor Farm Road.
50' a quart. Open
Tuesdays, Thursdays,
and Saturdays at 7
a.m.
753-019S

Strawberries
Pick your own

45

c

per qt.

Jessie Jones, Sedalia
1-328-8543.

9. Situation Wanted

6. help Wanted

CHRISTIAN TV NETWORK
NEEDS ACTIVE CHURCH
BUSINESS PERSON AS AN
AREA REPRESENTATIVE for
37 western Kentucky counties. No experience is
_necessary will train. Requires $30.000 working
capital This is not a franchise To arrange a meeting
in your City with our
Regional
Manager.
telephone 1-800i3282987
INSURANCE INTERVIEWER Part time employment making insurance inspections
and insurance surveys in
the Calloway County area.
Car and Polaroid camera
necessary. Write Box
17111. Shelby Station.
Louisville, Kentucky 40217
Indicate
free
time
a`vailable. brief- statement
of past- employment, and
personal data

POINE A PAPER
ON BEETHOVEN DID YOU
KNOW THAT HE NEVER
PLA`r ED HOCKEY 7

Mature person to keep baby
and 8 year old in my home.
Monday. Wednesday. and
Friday, 9-5. do light
housekeeping and provide
own transportation. Call
753-3862.
NUCLEAR TRAINEES. No
experience required. 17-24,
year old H.S. grads can
receive two years of nuclear
training with full pay and
benefits vdith the Navy.
Phone Navy. 753-6439, or
toll free, 1-800-841-8000.
Part time secretary and
receptionist for busy doctor's office Prefer someone
with experience for insurance and typing Send
personal resume with salary
and references to P 0 Box
1040 S Murray KY 42071
Reliable housekeeper for
largo house, 2 days per
week. Work would be
general cleaning, washing,
ironing. Own
and
transportation. Must have
references. $4.00 per hour.
Write P.O. Box 1040 T,
Murray, KY 42071.
Students and teachers, we
have full-time openings
with opportunity to continue part-time when
school resumes $800 per
month to start if you
qualify Phone 753-6050
Wanted: Experienced wool
presser. College Cleaners,
1411 Olive Blvd. 753-3852.
Wanted reliable couple or
man to live in and manage
4 apartments. For more information call 759-4481
after 6 PM
Wanted part time desk
clerk, experience prefer,
must have references. Apply in person 9-4. Monday
through Wednesday. Holtday Inn Murray

9. Situation Wanted
Housesitter
Responsible
young woman will sit with
your house while your away.
Call 753-6970 or 759-4455,
ask for Jeannie. References.
Light hauling, odd lobs and
yard work. Reasonable and
dependable. Call 753-9834.
M.S.0 Home Economics
graduate will do professional sewing for all your
clothing needs, including
tailored suits and sportswear. Call 767-2351.
Will work on lawn mowers
Call 753-0751
WiJi .break and cksc
gardens Call 753-5463 or
753-0144
IF HE HAD PLAYED
HOCKEY, HE WOULP
HAVE WRITTEN SOME
HOCKEY MUSIC!

Would like lob house cleaning. Have referances. Call
759-1255.

10. Bus. Opportunity
Jean, Sportswear, and
Fashe.,1 Shop of your very
own. Over 150 brands
available. Basic, Fashion &
Designer leans. Excellent
selection of tops and sportswear. 3 to 7 days on reorders. Beginning inventory.
in-shok_training and installed
fixtures for
$17,500.00. Can open immediately. Call Mr. Hartley
NOW'(214)937-9876.

12. Insurance

16. Home Furnishings
Countertop gas stove, oven
above, yellow, $125. One
white gas range $150, One
yellow 2 door refrigerator
$150. One wagon wheel
-light, 5 bulb, $50.00. One
dinette set with six swivel
chairs with center leaf. Call
753-0219.
For sale: 15.1 cubic foot
Sears refrigerator, 2 years
old, gold, $200. Kelvinator
electric stove, white, 3
years old. 3125. 753-6976.
Whirlpool refrigerator, 3
years old, coppertone color,
ice maker, excellent condition $300 753-9674

17. qicuum Cleaners

MFA INSURANCE CO.

JIM FAIN
AGENT

who

614 So. 4th St.
Mussy,Its., 42071
B4J11,(50217534632
Res:(602)7334376
LIFE, HEALTH,HOME
CAR

13. For Sale or Trade
Hands for hire, will trade
hours work for small salary
and acreage Negotiable
Call 753-3058

15. Articles For Sale
Black wrought iron flower
stand for sale. Call 7533349.
127' Chain fence, poles,
hardware, and 2 gates.
$350. 753-9567.
Encyclopedia
For sale
Britannica and BritannicaJunior. after 5 pm 7534161
For sale 1961 Chevrolet
pickup Also some goats
436-2744
Potting soil 40 lb. bag; Top
soil, 40 lb. bag: Peat
humus 40 lb. bag; Cow
manure 40 lb. bag; all
$1.99 each. Lawn lime 50
lb. bag, $1.99: Play sand.
55 lb. bag, $2.89; Marble
chips 50 lb. bag. $2.49;
Sphagnum peat moss, 4 cu.
ft. bale. $8.19. COAST TO
COAST HARDWARE.
Slabs and sawdust. Slabs
are bundled. Will deliver in
trailer load lots, or you
pickup. 1-901-352-5777.
Two4rmals. One 18. with
jacket, light blue; one gold
and black. size 14. Extra
nice. 753-4992.

16. Home Furnishings
Appliance sale! 3 Days only! 25% off any,stove, freezer,
refrigerator, dishwasher,
washer and drier in stock.
Delivery -extra. Coast to
Coast Hardware.

ti BEETHOVEN WAS BORN
IN 1770.. HE NEVER
PLAYED HOCKEY

Kirby Vacuum Sales & Service. New, used...See the
difference, No. 16 Dixieland. Phone 753-6050.

19. Farm Equipment
Best tire deals in town! We
have a tire truck to repair
tires on the farm. Call us
for best prices and snappy
service! Vinson Tractor
Company, 753-4892.
Bushhog 150. Call 7513629.
Disk blades, regular and
heavy duty, get our price
before you buy disk blades.
Truck tool boxes and
tailgait protectors. Vinson
Tractor Company, 7534892.
For rent: 966 International
tractor. Call 759-4588 or
.753-7637.
Goodyear, Firestone, B.F.
Goodrich, and others, tractor and farm tires. We have
tire truck for on farm tire
service. Vinson Tractor
Company, 753-4892.
Grain bin, 3600 bushel, 18'
diameter, 220 motor, auger
bin cleaner, dual bloviers
for second bin. Used 2
years. Call 753-7728.
One-row tobacco $200; 6 ft.
forel disc $200:- 5 ft. bushbog disc $150: pickup topper L/W/B $50. 753-9773.

Form Equip.
1000 and 1415
gallon NH-3 Nurse
tanks, with or
without wagon and
flotation tires.
Tool bars S to 9
row and 15 to 21
foot widths. A
complete supply of
tanks, pumps,
valves and NH-3
accessories, James L. Kellett Co.,
Sikeston
Mo.
63801. Coll 1314-471-0988.
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Round hay baler, mower.
conditioner. rake. Call 7530649.
There is nothing better than
Adams hard surfaced plow
points, regular plow points,
cultivator shovels and
sweeps. Vinson Tractor
. Company, 753-4892.
Want to buy: Good used
combine, 10 to 13 ft.
header. Call 498-8376.

I WISH I HAD MY
QUARTER BACK

40,
WISHING
WELL

WISHING.'

ICE
CREAM

254

20. Sports Equipment
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19151 Unded

Brownell Nylon line, sz. 21,
24, 30 $3.29 lb. Mustad
hooks 1/0 11.50/M, 2/0
13.50/m, 3/0 15.50/m,
4/0 18.50/m. Berkley
McMahon swivels, $2.75
per 100, $25.00/m. East `I
Grocery, 753-8786.
The Pistol People: Invest in
a feeling of security, largest
variety, lowest priced, no
registration or red tape in
Kentucky. Country Boy
Store, 9 miles west of
Hopkinsville junction KY
164-117. Hours 8-5, Sunday
12-5,(502)885-5914.

eCure Seld•c• e
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HEY! wHY DON'T
•tOu WATCH N.NMERE
YOU'RE GOING?
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Cavro.

22. Musical
Own a new 25"
Magnavox color
TV for only $24.46
a month. No
down payment.
Four year warranty available on
parts and labor.°
CLAYTON'S
Nemo
latortalsoisinst
Car.
Hwy.641 S.
753-7575
Piano for sale, inexpensive,
excellent for beginning student. 753-9866 after 5 pm.
SPINET CONSOLE Piano for
sale. Wanted: Responsible
party to take over piano.
Can be seen locally. Write
Mr. Powers, Box 327,
Carlyle, Illinois 62231.

22. Musical
For sale: Hammond organ
and amplifier, $425. Phone
753-7777 after 3 pm.

Bogie Tear
MINK
LESSONS
Pia.°
Organ
Beginners and Advanced

Clayton's
753-7575

24. Miscellaneous
Briggs & Stratton 8 hp
motor, electric start, verticle shaft. Call 436-5454.
Condominium for rent:
Hilton Head Island, SC;
home of'the famous Family
Circle Tennis Tournament
and Heritage Golf Tournament. For more information
call 1-926-4031.
For sale: Old country school
desks, good condition.
$6.00 each. 436-2802.

29. Heating-Cooling
Air conditioners, cleaned
and repaired. We buy used
air conditioners. Dill's Electric. Call 753-9104.

30. Business Rental
Allot
Worohooso
Store,* Specs
For Rost
753-4750
Office space for rent near
downtown Murray. Call
753-4109.
FOR RENT
Building
adjacent
to
Buckingham Ray ltd. in
Drx,eland Shopping Center,
gas heat and at, double
front over 2000 sq. ft
Available Mazia
ti
Coll 753

31. Want To Rent
Apartments for rent at Embassey Apartments. Call
753-3530 or 753-4331
after 5 pm.
Mature graduate student
needs apartment or trailer
for summer sessions. Prefer
location on or near the lake.
Carolyn Wills (618) 5242533.
Want to rent nice 3 BR. 2
bath home in Murray area.
1 year Lease. Must have no
less then 1700 sq ft of
space, lots of storage. Professional couple, no
children no pets, Call 7534143 daily from 5:30-9:30
pm.
Want to rent tobacco allotment. Call 492-8374.

32. Apts. For Rent

-Lets go fishing!" Red
worms, Nite crawlers, fresh
from bed to box. Free cane
poles. Rex's Worm Farm.
Rt.6, Box 325 (Irvan Cobb
Road), Murray, KY 42071.
Phone 436-5894.
Pargo golf cart for sale,
$550 Can be seen at 706
Fatrlane Drive.
Sawmill slabs for sale. Call
753-7528 after 6 pm.
Sears 7 hp riding lawn
mower. Call 436-2794.
Tow Bar. Call 753-3058
Wedding gown and veil, size
7, was $400 new. Excellent
condition, best offer. 7530450, extension 286, days
or 759-4467 evenings.

26. TV-Radio
-Four inch RV t.v. with
antenna, 12 volt power
hookup. Call 767-2548.
Hitachi stereo with turn
table and 8-track player, used one year, in perfect condition. $200 or best offer.
753-1898.

27. Mobile Home Sales
1974, 12x60. Furnished, 2
bedroom, all electric, good
condition. Located on long
lot on city water, garage.
Will sell cheap. Call 4365830 or 753-9678.
For sale: 12x57 trailer.
$2100. Needs some eair.
Call 753-7975.
12x60 Mobile home, 2
bedrooms, 1 bath, central
heat and air. 753-7192.
Town House, 12x70 mobile
home. 2 Bedrooms, 1 bath,
refrigerator, stove, disposal.
central air and gas heat,
new carpet and wallpaper.
Other extras included. Priced to sell! Call 753-8295.
1974,
12x60.
Two
bedroom, central air.
dishwasher,
stove.
refrigerator, and drapes included. $5500. 753-2329.

28. Mob. Home Rents
For rent: Mobile homes and
apartments. Call 753-5980.
Take your pick; 2 or 3
bedroom mobile home, out
of town or in town. Coleman Real Estate, 7539898.
Two bedroom, all electric.
mobile home, P/2 miles
from Murray. $150 per
month, $100 deposit
Available June 1st. Call
753-9829.
Trailer for rent, see Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer
Court
12x60, Two bedroom, furnished house furniture, all
-electric, air-conditioned,
large lot. 753-4091.
Two bedroom mobile home,
completely furnished on
half acre wooded lot, city
water furnished, central
heat and air, 2 miles east of
town. $100 deposit, $135
month. 753-0712.
Trailer for rent, 8x48, 121
South, $80 a month. 7537975.
er-

Apartments for rent, near
downtown Murray. 7534109.
Available now, country living within city. limits at
Hamlet North Apartments.
Nice
bedroom
2
townhouses . with private
deck and central heat and
air, kitchen appliances furnished. 753-7559 or 7537550.
2 Bedroom apartment,
- 175 -per • month plus deposit and utilities, one
year lease. Call 753-8411.
Duplex available for retired
individual. No pets. Call
759-1616 or 753-3913.
For rent: 2 bedroom, 2 bath
apartment on College Farm
Road. New heat pumps,
economical. $225 per month. 753-4632.
Furnished apartments. Efficiency, 1 or 2 bedrooms.
Also sleeping rooms. Zimmerman Apartments, South
5753-6609.
.
FtirriWartrnent for
rent, 11
/
2 - blocks from
M.S.U. $100 per month.
Call 759-4538.

32. Apts. For Rent
Furntshed apartments for
rent. Call 753-4684.
For rent: Garage apartment,
2 bedrooms, water furnish-ed, garden -lot ,available,
yard mowed. 753-5733.
For rent: Near M.S.U., 2
bedroom apartment, with
large living room, kitchen,
bath with tub and shower,
ample closet space. Range,
refrigerator, dishwasher,
and garbage disposal-. Has
washer-dryer hookup, central heat and air, low utility
cost. 753-7114 before 530
pm.
For rent 2 bedroom duplex
1214 Peggy Ann, Murray.
• 492-8225.,
Nice 1 of 2 bedroom apartment with shaded yard and
private patio, kitchen appliances furnished. 7537559 or 753-7550.
New 2 bedroom duplex in
Northwood Subdivision.
Available now. Phone 7539400.
New duplex, large 2
bedroom, central heat and
air. Lease and deposit required. Call 753-3343.
New 2 bedroom duplex in
Northwood. All kitchen appliances, furnished, private
deck. Call 753-0814.
Neatly furnished one
bedroom apartment. Inquire 100 South 13th.
One room efficiency Apartment $90. Corner of 16th
and Olive across from
University. Call 753-4793.
One bedroom apartment,
air-conditioned, no pets.
121 North next to
Fairgrounds. 753-3139.
One bedroom furnished
apartment, one block from
campus, -$145, water furnished. No pets. Couples
only. Ca11.753-1203.
417 South 10th, 2
bedroom, unfurnished,
highest heat bill, $30.
References and deposit.
$185. Call 753-8198.
Two bedroom duplex, ap- _ppances furnished. Also
one bedroom apartment.
753-2967 after 5 pm.
Three bedroom duplex. 14
bath at 404 South 6th, for
quiet family or working
lady. $180 deposit, $180
rent. See after 4 pm. Call
314-821-0136 after 5 pm,
if interested in renting,
available May 16th.
Two bedroom duplex,
drapes available; quiet
street, available now. $250
per month. 753-6782.
Two room apartment. $110
per month plus utilties.
$100 deposit, 1 year lease
Call 753-8411

IS EDUCATION IN YOUR FUTURE?
COLLEGE OR VOCATIONAL TRAINING CAN OPEN
DOORS. THE KENTUCKY EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION CENTER CAN HELP YOU FIND A
PROGRAM AND FINANCIAL AID THAT IS RIGHT
FOR YOU. CALL 1-800-292-2253 BETWEEN 10
A.M. AND 8 P.M.

FOR SALE
19' SeaRay Runabout w/160 Mercruiser I/0, Holsclaw tilt bed tandem axel
railer, good condition $2100.00.
20' Glastron Runabout w/150 Mercruiser I/O, tilt bed tandem trailer. Needs
ome work - $1295.00
14' Alum. Cherokee Fishing Boat.275.00
Boat Trailer, heavy duty for cruisers up
o 30 ft. $995.00
65 HP Evinrude 0/B .with extra parts
50.00
35 HP Johnson w/controls and tank
175.00
7 HP Scott-Atwater (needs pump)
50.00
7 HP Chrysler 0/B good. $150.00
40' Semi-trailer - Old reefer wit
shelving. Good for storage. Well insulated.
1100.00.
59 GMC Semi-Tractor. Runs good.
s work. $500.00
Rigid 535 Pipe Threader. Like nw. Bolt
nd pipe dies included. $1295.00
Norge Refrigerator-freezer. Harvest
old color. Excellent condition. $175.00.

Now Concord
Grocory
Hwy 121
New Concord, Ky.
436-5353
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32. Apts. For Rent

37. Livestock-Supplies 43. Real Estate

Hogs for sale: 2 gilts a sow
Ms
ol.,t9 34 acre M/L
and 8 pigs. Call 436-5844.
in town, consists of
REE MAR ARABIANS.
Purebreds for sale. Trained- 50' mobile home with
expand°living room.
and started. 753-6126 or
Also double garage
33. Rooms for Rent 753-8467. Visitors and
small house on 3
welcome.
Boys only! Furnished room
city lots and city
for rent, one block from 1979 WW Trailboss two
water, 2 wells, most
M.S.U. Living room and kit- horse trailer. Call 767-6158
furniture
and apchen facility, wall to wall or 437-4428.
pliances stay. Only
carpet, private bath, $65
&8,400.
Saddles, higlisk
per month. Call 759-4538.
STROUT
Wester. Sales •
Rooms for boys, furnished,
REALTY
Joe L.Kemal Broker
kitchen facilities, central Repairs - Castes
1112 Coldwater Rd.
air and heat, available for Work • Teats and goat
753-01841(
Corers
(Anytime)
amis.
summer and fall semester.
TAYLOR
One block from campus,
LEATHER CO.
1626 Hamilton. Phone 753Nice 2 bedroom, 2 bath,
8572 or 436-5479.
116 S. 616 Mayfield
Bel-Air house trailer,
1-217-3134
14x70, located in Scenic
Sleeping rooms in town
Acres on 'A acre. Call today
close to campiis. Cheap! 38. Pets-Supplies
for your appointment,
Call 753-9195 or 753-0387.
AKC Boxer puppies, cham- Spann Realty Associates,
pion bloodlines, flashy, 753-7724.
34. Houses For Rent fawn,
and brindle. Also
Extra nice 3 BR house Boxer at stud. 753-0347.
FOR RENT
located in Murray. $495 per Border Collie,
3
months
old,
Clean
12 x 60 Mobile
month, security deposit and all shots
given. $35.00. Call Nome on large shaded
1 year lease required. No 753-4755.
lot with garden space.
pets, Call 436-2935 or 753Dog obedience classes are $115 per month and
0839.
fun for you and your dog. A security deposit.
Five room unfurnished sport
all ages can enjoy.
Ron Talent
house in the county, $150 Discover
Realty
per month plus $150 ing how the thrillof knowyour
753-9894
deposit required. 753- communicates. dog really
436-2858.
3293.
Discover the fascinating
HER FINANCING TO
Four bedroom house, $500; world
of dog
QUALIFIED BUYER. Interest
3 bedroom house, $350; 2 your own showing. Train rates
top earning obeare up again, but we
bedroom townhome, $275; dience
or show dog. Have a can get you into this lovely
1 bedroom duplex, $150. safe personal
protection home at a lower rate you
Appointment 753-5791.
dog. 436-2858.
can afford. This 3 bedroom,
For rent: 3 bedroom house, 40.
11
/
2 bath home, near town
Produce
gas heat, nice yard, good
has many extras, including
neighborhood, $225 per Strawberries. Pick your new family room, fireplace.
own, 45( a quart. Open 7 fenced yard, redwood pormonth. 753-8895.
til 7, closed on Sundays. ch, and large lot with many
Nice furnished 2 bedroom Highway 83, four miles
trees. This home is well
house with big yard. $150 west Tr -City. 1-382-2360.
cared for and is in perfect
plus utilities. 753-6744.
condition. Owner leaving
41. Public Sale
Two bedroom house furtown must sell. Call Spann
nished also two bedroom Garage sale, hundreds of Rea* Associates, 753trailer furnished Call 753- items, rain or shine, Satur- 7724.
day, May 16th, 8 am til 4
1778.
pm, 1608 Loch Lomond.
_ Three bedroom, airconditioned, large rec room Huge yard sale! Furniture
accessories;
in basement with wood and
stove plus fireplace in living housewares; men, women,
room. View of lake in quiet and children's clothing;
area. $250 month plus shoes; t.v.; toys; childrens
bike and tricycle; large ash
deposit. Call 753-9259.
-trays; clocks. Everything in
ASSUMABLE
Two bedroom, 4 miles excellent condition. Friday
VA LOAN
south of Murray. Deposit and Saturday, 15th and
Just listed, this atand references required. 1-6th, 7:30-5:30, 1622 Coltractive 2-3 bedroom
Call 753-6753.
lege Farm Road.
brick home on Elm
Three bedroom brick house, Hugh moving out of county
Street. Loan balance
4 blocks from campus, one sale, 12 to 7 PM everyday
is approximately
block from Post Office. If untill everything is gone,
$31,500, at 111
/
2%, 29
pet, $100 deposit, partially rocking chair, high chair,
years remaining. Apfurnished $225 per month. and stroller, Midland linear
proximately monthly
Also 2 bedroom, fully 500 watt, etc. Call 767payments of $350.00
carpeted, basement, $150 4473, 413 College Cts.
includes taxes, inmonth, same location. Call
surance, principal
bone!, - 753-0157 after 5 Yard -salt Saturday, May
and interest. Phone
16th, 9-6, 1613 Farmer
Pm.
753-1222, Kopperud
Ave.
36. For Rent Or Lease Yard sale, Saturday, 7:30 til Realty, for full-time
real estate service.
/
2 Main.
For rent: Lake cottage, sum- ?, 11021
Offered at $34,000.
mer vacations, by day or 43. Real Estate
FIVE BEDROOM
week. Families only. Phone
Hidden Treasure! It will do
HOME
753-4647 after 7:30 pm.
your heart good to say
Located on a tree
nothing about your pocket- shaded lot near the
Need It?
book when you inspect this old city park, this
Rent It(
home we have located just remodeled
older
Portable
for you...Three bedroom
comforoffers
home
Cranes
brick located on quiet table, economical
We got it and much,
street
in
nice family
living.
much more.
neighborhood. Priced in the Fireplace in livmid $30's...See this home ingroom, formal dinbefore all others by calling
ing room,central gas
753-1492 at CENTURY 21
heat, and full baseLoretta Jobs, Realtors.
ment are a few of the
a-Tierrusen
fine features of this
roomy hm. First
hmerasice
time offered. Phone
Reel Estate
37. Livestock-Supplies Seettsside teed Sq.
753-1222, Kopperud
For sale: 38 Holstein dairy
Realty for full-time
Merray, Kentucky
cows, 22 heifers. Call 753real estate service.
753-4451
0649.

43. Real Estate

Two bedroom duplex in
Westwood Subdivision, appliances furnished. 7594130.

fl

BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080
'Professional Services
With The Friendly Touch"

OWNER
LEFT STATE
Close in - 3 BR home,
newly decorated and
carpeted, electric
heat, (over 1700 sq.
ft. of living area),
situated on a 2 acre
wooded lot, large liv
ing _room, country
kitchen, convenien
to
shopping,
restaurants, Fishe
Price. In 30's.
EXCELLENT
VALUE
1803 Westwood
Reduced for a quic
sale,
owne
transferred out o
state, this 3 B.R., 1'
bath, B.V. with cen
tral electric heat an
air,
wall-to-wal
carpeting, kitchen
family room comb
dishwasher, range
exhaust fan, in coun
ty but has cit
sewerage and water.
Outside storag
room, carport pave
drive, chain-lin
fenced backyard
ONLY $43,500.00.
M..•

LAKE PROPERTY, OWNER
FINANCING. Owner needs
to sell in a hurray and will
help you buy all or part of a
74 acre tract at the mouth
of Kentuky Lake on Blood
river. A lovely place to build
a home, an excellent land
investment opportunity.
Call Spann Realty
Associates, 753-7724.
Panorama Shores
home near the water
w/2 complete 2 BR
apts. 8x40 sunporch,
kitchen appliances.

One of the Neatest
mesh lames puerto
ever suss is thai 14
x 70 Norris. Lived in
kss thaw a year.
Central
Electric
hew, vadorpiassiag,
tie downs and faraltar, mask with
Purchaser. Make
year sapolataisat
mow!

Roberts Realty
12th &Sycamore
753-1651
Don't rent, buy you a
mobile home lot. Owner
financing at 6%, payments
as low as $26.00 per month. Call 474-8025 or 7538914 or 759-1715.
Live in the country in
this modern 3
bedroom home on 1 /
1
2
acres, carport and
detached garage for
less than $30,000.
752-9898
•
THAI ESTATE
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

44. Lots For Sale
Beautiful sloping corner lot
with trees, good location,
Kingswood Subdivision.
Price reduced, $3800.
Need to sell! 753-2329.
Lake lot for sale in Anderson Shores, owner will
finance 6% interest, good
building or mobile home
site. Payments $50 per
morith. Call 474-8025 or
753-8914 or 759-1715.
Lake lot in Moon's Subdivision, near Mansard Island
Resort. Good view of the
lake with nice surrounding.'
Owner working out of town.
Priced to sell at $5,000 Call
901-642-2633.
Two prime lots for sale. Call
753-3349.

47. Motorcycles
1979 Suzuki GS-550. Must
see to appreciate. 55 mpg.
Call 762-2906 or 753-9567.
1973 Honda 750 Chopper,
8" over stock, sport tank,
new paint, plus extra
custom gas tank, clean,
runs good and looks sharp
$1300 or trade. Call 4362468.
1981 Honda 200 ATC. 3wheeler. Call 431-4505 .or
437-4780.
Mini bike, Z-50 Honda, 3speed with lights. Call 7536694 from 5-8 pm.
1979 Suzuki GS-550. Must
see to appreciate. 55 mpg.
Call 762-2906 or 753-9567.
XL-100 OIV-M -excbnent
condition, $400. 753-4545.
1976 Yamaha 500, twin
cylinder $900. also 1975
Yamaha 200 twin, exceptional low Mate $500. Call
474-2211 ext 204 between
6 and 9 PM.

49. Used Cars
1981 Corvette, 6,000
miles, one owner
boded.
PURDOM
Oldsmobile
Pontiac
Cadillac
1406W. Main
753-5315

1978 Blue Camaro, low
mileage.. Call 753-6420
1966 Chevy 4-door Impala.
near mint condition, runs
excellently. $1150. Call
753-9404 after 5 pm
1968 Chevy Impala, $350
489-24H
1978 Firebird Formula,
Power steering, Power
Brakes, air, tilt wheel,
AM,FM Casette. Call 1-5271181 or 753-3675 after 5
PM.
1976 Granada, 4-door, very
clean, vinyl top, good condition, automatic and air,
50,000 miles. $2350. 1974
45. Farms For Sale Chevrolet Luv pickup, good
/
2 Acres west of condition, $1775. Call 489For sale: 381
2595.
Murray. 435-4276.

46. Homes For Sale
Completely remodeled 4 BR country
home on 80 acres.
Central heat and air,
basement; 40 acres
timber.

itt
Alherrey-Cenewey
Candy Realty
(502)7534144
12165t,
Murray, Ky. 12071
EVA. RomnytAllrekor

Plenty of "Stretchin'
Room"! A really large home
that can change to fit your
needs. The home provides a
living room, dining room,
kitchen with all the counter
space and cupboards you
need. The den is plenty
large, back to back
fireplaces in den and living
room and all the bedrooms
are spacious...Let us show
you a new way of life by
calling 753-1492 at CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs,
Realtors.

AUCTION
Serpi',Preperty wad Real Estate Belaying te the
CITY Of PAIMKAN
Ninth sad Madison Streets
Paducah, Kesruscky 42001
Miamian sad Thursday May 20th sod 21st, 1981 10:00 a.m.
The equipment will be sold at the above address on Wednesday, May 20th.
The Real Estate will be at the property site on Thursday, May 21.
OFFICE FURNITURE
Addressograph-Multigraph Metal Plate Maker; Addressogroph-Multigraph
4000 Automatic Printer with conveyor; Water Cooler; 6 Cakulators; Wooden
Chairs; Mimeograph Machine; 4 metal desks; 3 Air-Conditioners.
VEHICLES
1974 Nova; 1963 Dodge 34 ton Truck with 4 speed transmission; Three
1978 Ford Police Cars; Two 1979 Ford Poke Cars; 1975 Cushmon 3-wheel;
1961 Harley 3-wheel Model 616A; Two 1978 Hondo Mopeds; 1954
Chevrolet 6500 Series Truck with Van Body; Ford Garbage Truck with Garwood 16 yd. Capacity Body; Wayne 984 Street Sweeper with new 318
engine.
SHOP AND STREET EQUIPMENT
Ford LGT 100 lawn MOVII1f; Ford 140 Lawn Mower; 5-ton Hydraulic Jock; 7
hp Gas Air Compressor; 5 hp Air Compressor, 2 hp Air Compressor; Vice and
Work Bench; 3 Truck Tool Boxes; Manual Tire Changer; Battery Charger; 65
Trash Dimpsters, 200 Parking meters; 3 Steam Cleaners; Shop Fan; Mop
Buckets; Set of 900-16 Tires and Wheels; Tor Machine; Street Brushes; Hot
Roller; Westinghouse 326 Sk 300 Amp Welder; 2 Disc; Grader Blade for Ford
Tractor (front mount). One gallon rood grader.
MISCILUINION
3 Tons of Bogged salt; Approximately 75 large Stadium lights; park benches;
picnic tables; and more.
REAL ESTATE
16 lots inside the city limits of Paducah. For information contact auctioneer.
Terms: Cosh, Cashier's Check or Bo.* Letter of Credit. 20% downpayment requires on Real Estate day of sale. Balance due on transfer of
deed.
JAKE BROWN AMI ASSOCLATIS
AMIN AND REAL ESTATE
P.O.Iles 1678
Palma.Minvesky 42081
J.M.(Jeke)Ilveure,leas,end Avostiseser Peones 44247112 or 11.144489

43. Real Estate

/0
KAU',

753-1222
COMMERCIAL LOT
FOR SALE
Lot measuring 65' x
282'on Arcadia Court
near the new city
park. All city utilities
available. Offered at
$15,000 through Kopperud Realty, 711
Main in Murray.
Phone 753-1222.
STATE OLDER
RESIDENCE
Fresh on the market
is this 2-story brick
residence on large
wooded main street
lot. Upstairs consists
of 2 large modern
apartments and 1st
floor is main
residence. New central gas heating
system, new 25 year
roof, and home has
been restored to an
excellent state of
repair. Very attractive assumable loan
is available. Phone
753-1222, Koppe
Realt .

By owner: 1505 Oak, 3
bedroom brick, large den
built-in kitchen combination, living room, lots of
storage, fully carpeted.
.Must see to appreciate. Call
753-2378 or 753-9818.
By owner: 12x60 Mobile
home, large lot, nice deck
and covered patio,. good
• well antKolaibing, two
good outbuildings, on
Highway 280, blacktop, 3
blocks from lake. 7591756.
By owner: 3 bedroom, 2
bath brick home in Sher-wood forest. Garage, central air, gas heat. Call 7531362 before 5 pm Of 1539866 after 5 pm.
By owner: New 2 bedroom
house at Lakeland Resort
near Paris Landing. Price
$21,500. Call 901-6422911.
By owner: 3 Bedroom, 2
bath, brick home in Canterbury Estates. Large den, format dining and large living
room. Neutral' COWS. Call
753-7223.
Beautiful brick home, near
University, marble bath,
new carpets, fireplace.
Reduced low $30's. 7533942.
For sale: 3 bedroom brick,
west of Murray. 435-4276.
Two bedroom, carport,
garden, nice lot, located
Stella, $14,800, $1500
down, balance monthly
12%. 489-2595.

ANNIVERSARY
5% off base price
EVERY VW in
stock including
diesels
and
during
Audi's
month of May.
CARROLL VW
800 Chestnut
/53.8850

1974 Monte Carlo, asking
$1150. 753-4545.
1974 Nova, 6 cylinder,
automatic, excellent condition. Call 753-3704, 1803
College Farm Rd.
Porsche 914-4, 1970.
needs painting. Good condition, $2500. Call 1-2474170 after 5 pm.
1976 T-bird, white with red
interior, excellent condition. Call 436-2713.
1979 1-28 Camaro, power,
air, lots of extras, in good
condition, $6800 firm. 90164.2-4139.
1981 Mercury Lynx
GL, AM/FM, 4-speed
transmission. The
World Car. $5700.
BATUMI
AUTO SALES
515 S. 121%
753-4961

1111
p.ff

•TERM
vci
ITES

Also household, lawn, indoors
and outdoors!

FOR DEPENDABLE

-

Prefessienal Post Control

Kelley's Termite &
Pest Control, Inc.
Termites. You spend thousands of dollars for a
home but never think about termite& - they cause
the most damage next to fire. Hove your home
treated now! 753-3914, Kelley's Termite & Pest
Control, 100 South 13th Street, Murray, KY.
Over 33 years experience. Home owned and
operated.

SO. Used Trucks
1969 Chevy truck. C-10
series, wheels and air, V8
automatic, AM-FM CB,
$1050. 489-2510.
1966 Chevrolet pickup. 283
engine, good condition. Call
753-9834.
1978 Chevrolet SilveradO
pickup, loaded, new tires,
sharp, clean. Call Paris
(901)642-7043 after 5 pm.
Chevrolet, 1977, C-20
pickup. Automatic, air,
power steering, AM-FM. extra nice body, motor some
smoke. Going for loan
value, $2150. Call 4892595.
Down from $800 to $700.
must sell! 1969 Chevrolet pickup. 6 cylinder, 3-speed
standard, heavy duty, power
trim and superstension,
16" tires, excellent body.
$700 firm! 753-6097.
1972 Ford van, runs good,
customized $1000 Call
492-8205
1970 GMC truck. 307
engine, will take best offer.
Call 753-9413.

51. Campers
22' Airstream camper, good
condition, Hardin. 4374643.
For sale: 14' Shasta camper
trailer, sleeps 6. electric,
gas, or battery hookup.
Stove, ice box, and shower.
Sell cheap! 11500. Call
753-9787 or 753-5600.
1969 Nimrod popup
camper. sleeps 6. has gas
stove, sink, and ice box
$600. Call 753-7301 or
753-38611977 Rockwood popup for
sale, excellent condition
753-9823

52 Boats and Motors
For sale: 14 ft. Polarcrest
jon bass boat, 25 hp
Johnson motor. Boat complete with live well, bass
seat. trolling motor, and
trailer, for $850. Call 7530318.
15' Fiberglass Crosby boat
with 40 hp Johnson outboard and boat trailer. Entire rig good condition.
$850. Call 436-5679.
19' Fiberglass Lightning
sailboat withIrailer, $1000.
12' fiberglass Atlanta Kiwi
sailboat with trailer, $700.
753-1736-or 753,6575. For sale: One heavy duty 12'
aluminum boat with
mounted,controls, 18 horse
Evinrude motor, heavy duty
tilt trailer. Call 753-8380
after 4 pm
For sale: Bass Tracker bass
boat, 2 depth finders, trolling motor, 40 hp Mercury
on Bass Tracker trailer. Like
new. Call 474-2765.
1964 Glasspar, 161
/
2 ft
runabout, 75 hp Johnson
Call 753-9413.
15' Runabout boat with 70
horse Johnson motor, and
trailer. 435-4490.

53. Services Offered
All of your plumbing and
air-conditioning needs. Also
do carpentry, painting, roofing, and concrete All work
done to satisfaction. 7539822.
Asphalt driveways and parking lots sealed by Sears. For
free estimates call 7532310.
ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING
or vinyl siding and trim
Aluminum trim for brick
houses. Jack Glover. 7531873.
APPLIANCE REPAIR. KenWhirlpool.
more,
Westinghouse. Experienced,
independent service and
parts. Bob's Appliance Service, 753-4872.
Bob's Home Improvement
Service. Remodeling, painting, cement work, general
home maintenenace and inspections. Free estimates
753-4501.
Beat the heat! Have your
air-conditioners cleaned
now!! We also have complete appliance service
Phone 759-1322
Carpenter Service. New
homes, remodeling,
cabinets, decks, anything
with wood, quality work
Phone 753-0565
COLDWATER LAWN &
SHOP.
GARDEN
Lawnmowers, Roto-tillers.
chain saws, expertly
Pickup and
repaired
delivery available. 4892853,8 AM to 5 PM.
Concrete and block, brick
Basements,
work.
driveways, storm cellars.
porches. 20 years experience.153-5476.

51-Urvices Offered 53. Services Offered
Complete small engine
repair Phone 436-2418

Fence sales at Sears now
Call Sears 753-2310 for
free estimate for your
needs
GENERAL HOME REPAIR.
15 years experience carpentry, masonary, plumbing,
roofing, and siding. Free
estimates. No job too small
Call 474-2276 evenings or
474-2359 daytime
Guttering by Sears. Sears
continous gutters installed
pflinin specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
Heating, refrigeration and
electrical repair Bob's
Refrigeration
Service
Hazel, KY, 498-8370 or
753-7829 Bobby Lockhart
K S. K Stump Removal. Do
you need stumps removed
from your yard or land
cleared of stumps? We can
remove stumps up to 24"
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free estimate. Bob
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
Kemp. Jr. 435-4319
Licensed electrician and
gas installation, heating installation and repairs. Call
753-7203.
WEST
KENTUCKY
ASPHALT
Coating and
sealing
753 8163

MOBILE HOME REPAIR. Installing tie downs. underpinning, roofing. installing
doors and windows. We also
build porches and patios
Call 753-6973.
MITCHELL BLACKTOPPING.
Commercial and residential. Also patching, sealing.
and striping. For estimates
call 753-1537_
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS
underpinning, roof's sealed,
patio awnings, and house
type roofs for mobile
homes. 753-1873, Jack
Glover.
Need work on 'your trees'
Topping, pruning. -shaping
complete removal and
more. Call BOYER'S TREE
SERVICE tor professional
tree care, 753-8536
REPAIR
SERVICE .
Electrical- refrigerator - air
conditioner - appliances,
icemakers, well pumps. Call
John Pritchard 435-4284

AI'S Super Shell
South 4th Street
Murray
Complete
Auto
Repair. Free tube with
oil and filter change.
753-7896.

Aluminum Service Co
aluminum and vinyl
siding, custom trim
work. References.
Call Will Ed Bailey,
753-0689.
Spraying, mowing. et; •
pruning. Call I & 0 LAND
SCAPING, 436-2333
Sanitation Service to all of
Calloway County Weekly
pickup service reasonable
monthly rates. Special
Senior Citizens rate Call
& D Sanitation Service
436-2562 alter 5 pm
Wet basement' We make
wet basements dry work
completely guarenteed Call
or write Morgan Construction Co. Route 2, Box
409A.. Paducah KY 42001
or call day or night. 1-442
7026
Wilt do fawn mower, garden
tiller and chain saw repair
Quality work, pickup and
delivery available Call 7534162 or 753-9952 anytime
Willie's interior and exterior
painting. 13 years experience, free estimates
Phone before 8 AM or after
5 PM, 759-1867
Will mow yards, 15 years
experience Call 753-6564
Will haul driveway white
rock and Ag lime, also have
any type of brown or white
pea gravel. Also do backhoe
work. Call Roger Hudson
753-4545 or 753-6763.
Warning! Don't read this
unless you're in need of
roofing, carpentry, or elec•
trical work. New or repair
All guaranteed. Call Joe
753-9226for free estimate
Expert car and home
stereo repair.
WORLD OF SOUND
222S. 12th St.
753-5865
Window cleaning, fast sersatisfaction
vice,
guaranteed. Free estimates
Call 753-7140
Will do auto and truck
repair. 19 years experience
reasonable rates Phone
753-9292 or 753-4706
Will db babysitting in your
home during summer months Have references Call
753-6424 after 330 pm
18 Years experience in
bathroom and kitchen
work, brick
work.
fireplaces, ceramic tile.
Take advantage of fixing
your home while the craft is
available. Call tames Ray
Hamilton, 753-9400.

57. WantedIf you can tell metals of
value and know cal' 753
3315

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
225 L. P. Miller St. (Across from Community Center )

Specializing in Senior Citizens
Open Hours
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sot.
8-12 753-3685
For Appointment

We
_ Install
,-Channel Master
Towers Antennas
Of All Kinds
We have rotors &

boosters,& full
line of antenna parts.'
Also repair all brands

Murray
• Appliance
Co.
21 2 Main

THROW OUT THAT
OLD BATH
We can make it look like a showplace. A room you
will be proud to show off.
Come by and let our soles person help you
Offering
Free Estimate
Quality Workmanship
Personal Service

THORNTON TILE
& MARBLE INC.
Is
Murray

Ky

?
751 5719
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Your Individual
Horoscope

Adults Earning GED
Certificates To Be
Honored At Ceremony
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FOR MONDAY,MAY 11,1111

Whist kid et day will tomor- SCORPIO
row be? To Had out what the (Oct.23toNov.21)
stars say, read the forecast
Self-will could be an
given for your birth Sign.
obstacle. It will be hard to
compromise with others,
though you must - for the
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) IrizIt sake of peace and quiet.
.0440
Unexpected developments SAGITTARIUS
affect your financial picture. (Nov.22 to Dec.21)
A testing situation at work
Avoid being drawn into an
argument. Review your own could make you feel like quitting. Avoid impulsive actions
spending habits.
that you may well live to
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20) 134ki? regret.
Personal freedom may be a CAPRICORN
bone of contention between (Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
The unreliability of friends
close ties. It's best not to raise
controversial issues, or trou- could get on your nerves.
Cavalier types won't be
result.
ble
especially sensitive of your
a•opi" feelings or wishes.
(May 21 toJune20)
Ingenuity pays" off on the AQUARIUS
job. Be willing to try (Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
Some of you will receive
something new. Proper rest is
recognition
at work. Be.sure
nerves.
of
a
case
cure
for
the
that you keep close ties inBe cooperative.
formed of any changes that
CANCER
will effect them.
(June 21 toJuly 22)
Entertainment plans are PISCES
subject to change. A close tie (Feb.19 to Mar.20)
Find something else to do if
may be edgy. Both chndren
and friends compete for your others unexpectedly change
plans. Instead of fretting or
special attention.
arguing, enjoy doing your own
LEO
thing.
(July 23 to Aug.22)
situation
domestic
A
climaxes, resulting in an
YOU BORN TODAY are a
unexpected course of action. natural administrator with an
Be flexible in dealing with interest in public affairs. Law,
higher-ups and family.
politics, religion and governVIRGO
ment are your natural milieu.
(Aug.23toSept.22) IMP% You can succeed in business,
Indecision about a work but are happiest in intellectual
matter could make you pursuits. Writing, philosophy,
touchy. Don't fly off the han- teaching and criticism are
dle over some slight provoca- suitable outlets for your
tion. Cool it!
problem-solving abilities.
LIBRA
Avoid a tendency to become
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
complacent with success.
Enough is enough! ain't Change, adventure and variebelabor a point - espeCially ty seem to bring out the best in
about monetary affairs. The you. You'd make a good
picture changes too rapidly to business adviser and may also
enter into agreements now.
be drawn to acting.

SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENT - Ann Clark, 21, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Armin
Clark, 1 504 Oak Drive, Murray, has been awarded the Murray State University
Department of HistorY's annual $300 scholarship for the second consecutive
ear. A senior majoring in history and maintaining a perfect 4.0-point academic
sfanding, she is a 1978 graduate of Murra? High School: Shown presenting the
award is Dr. Joseph Fuhrmann, an assistant professor in the department and
chairman of its scholarship committee.

r-.

Approximately 125 adults who have
earned high school equivalency certificates through the General Educational Development (GED) program
at Murray State University will be
honored Saturday, May 23, during a
special ceremony in Lovett
Auditorium.
The principal speaker for the program, which was scheduled to begin
at 1 p.m., will be Kentucky
Superintendent of Public Instruction
Raymond Barber of Frankfort. This
will be the second consecutive year
. that Barber has spoken at the university's GED certificiate presentations.
Eighteen west Kentucky school
districts will be represented among
the certificate recipients:
Dawson Springs, Hopkins County,
Livingston County, Lyon County,
Marshall County, McCracken County,
Paducah Independent, Trigg County,
Ballard County; Hickman County,
Caldwell County, Calloway County,
Murray Independent, Carlisle County,
Fulton County, Fulton City, Graves
County and Mayfield Independent.
The superintendents of the school
districts will present the certificates
to the recipients from their respective
areas.
A native of Scottsville, Barber is a
former state representative from
Allen and Simpson Counties, and currently is chairman of both the higher
education and state government committees in Frankfort.
He also is vice-chairman of the
elementary and secondary education
committee and holds membership on
the education, legislative audit, ap-
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MURRAY STATE HONORS - Tony L. Brannon, Puryear Route 1, a 1981
graduate of Murray State University, was recognized in Honors Day ceremonies
as being the Outstanding Senior in Agriculture. Brannon is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Brannon. Offering congratulations is Dr. Charles Chaney, acting
chairman of the department of agriculture.
(Photo by Barry Johnson)

Brown Hopes For Loss
Of Representative
HICKMAN, Ky. (API Guy. John Y. Browil Jr. has
indicated his hcue that state
Rep. - - Ward - -'-'Butch".
Burnette, D-Fulton, will be
defeated in the May 26
Democratic primary, charging that Burnette was. a
•'totally
ineffective"
legislator.
'It's just unfortunate that
you don't have a stronger
representative that really
has some vision and imagination and courage to do
What's'right Tor our state as
well.as for his community
hei-e,- Brown said during a
visit to- Hickman.
However, Brown said he
had not decided whether to
campaign for Burnette's
Democratic primary opponent, Jerry Pace of
Wwk1iffpBurnette, who also attended the dedication, said he
believed
Brown
was
retaliating for Burnette's opposition to the administration during the 1980 General
Assembly.
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propriations and highways committees.
He will be introduced by Dr.
Richard Butwell, vice-president for
academic programs at Murray State,
following a welcome by Murray's
president, Dr.Constantine W.Curris.
Barber also will be the guest of
honor at a pre-ceremony luncheon for
state legislators and school
superintendents in the Commonwealth Room of the new University Center, beginning at 11:30 a.m.
A reception in Lovett Auditorium
also will follow the presentation of the
certificates.

KEEP THAT GREAT
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Raymond Barber

GM FEELING WITH
GENUINE GM PARTS
I 10

He charged Brown was
6 Ilili:11
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"running somebody aganst
me," and accused the goverVarious churches in the ci- ing, Glenn Hale, director, special class helper will be ine Clark as organist.
nor of being less interested - ty and county have announc- will be at6 p.m.
Terry Roberson. Serving on
Assisting in the services
in Kentucky than in "rurui- ed meetings and services at
the extension department will be John 0. Pasco, Sr.,
First Baptist
tng for president."
their churches:
will be Bernice Wilferd and Walt Apperson, Dr. Woodfin
-What I Would Like to
Don
Wright.
Hutson, Fred Wells, Dana
Grace Baptist
Have In My Deacons" will
classes
held
will
Bible
be
Bullock,
Billie Burton, Marie
The Rev. R. J. Burpoe, be the subject of the sermon
Forrester, Jack Gibbs, Leah
pastor, will speak at the by the Rev. Dr. Bill Whit- at 9:45 a.m.Sunday.
1971 Chev. 4 Door Caprice
Hart, George Landolt, David
10:45 a.m. and 6:30p.m. wor- taker at the 10:45 a.m. worFirst
Christian
Daughaday,
Michael Robin$
ship services on Sunday, ship services on Sunday,
tarni•$425
The Rev. David C. Roos son, Carol Howell, Sandy
"
•$31-5
"
May
17,
at
the
Grace
Baptist
May
17,
at
the
First:Baktist will speak on "Do Politics & Lucas,and Jewell Jones.
A special fund for Larry
Church.
Church.
Butler who is seriously ill at
Christian Morality Mix?" at
The flowers on the commuLeland Peeler will direct
An ordination service for
Vanderbilt Hospital, Mem150t°5 neer $27r°
the
services
10:45
a.m.
on
nion
table will be in memory
the music with Dwane Jones two newly elected deacons of
phis, Tenn., has been set up
First
Sunday,
at
the
May
17,
of W. C. Curry and Mr. and
as organist and Terry the church, Nelson Ford and
at the Bank of Murray to
Christian Church (Disciples Mrs. Lake Rigsby by Mr.
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc.
Downey
pianist.
The
as
Kenneth
Carson, will be held
help, with his increasing
Christ).
of
Mrs.
Joe
Rigsby.
and
753-2617
641 South, Murray
Church Choir will sing "The at the morning hour.
hospital expenses.
Margaret Boone will
Sunday School will be at
Wonder of It All" at the morAssisting in the services
Persons may deposit any
ning hour and the Youth will be Randy Sorrow, direct the Chancel Choir as 9:30 a.m. and Youth Groups
amount into the fund at the
Choir will sing at the evening minister of youth, and Bill they sing the anthem, "0 will meet at 5:30 p.m. SunGENERAL MOTORS PARTS DIVISION
bank.
Most Merciful," with Max- day.
hour.
Adams, Jr., deacon of the
Marie Miller also announcNUrsery workers will be week.
ed that she, along with her
The Church
Choir,
friends and co-workers, Carolyn Caldwell, Rachel
would sponsor a rummage Rickman, and Clovis Jones. directed by Wayne Halley,
sale on Wednesday, May 20, For bus information call Don minister of music, will sing
"Reach Out and Touch."
starting at 6 a.m. at the Hale at 753-3063.
Sunday School with Dan The piano offertory will be
American Legion Hall,South
Sixth and Maple Streets, Billington as superintendent by Amy Ross. Joan Bowker
will be organist and Allene
Murray, with all proceeds to will be at 9:45 a.m.
Knight
will be pianist.
go to the Butler fund.
Memorial Baptist
The evening services will
The Memorial Baptist
***************************** Church
not be held due to the Murwill hear the pastor,
*
*
ray
High School BacFor
all your Travel Reservations Coll
*
* the Rev. Dr. Jerrell White, calaureate being held at the
*
* speak at the 10:50 a.m. and 7
p.m. worship services on church at 8 p.m.
Sunday School will be at
Sunday, May 17.
9:30 a.m.
Kerry Letterman, deacon
of the week, and John Hina
Seventh
will assist in the services
John Dale will speak on "I
along with Milton Gresham, Am Ready..." with scripture
minister of music, Margaret from Romans 1:14-17 at the
*
representing
* Wilkins,
organist, and 8:30 and 10:40 a.m. services
*
*
* American and International Traveltime * Michael Wilkins,
pianist.
and on "When You Fast..."
* Special music at gig morn- with scripture from Matthew
:*******:********************* ing hour will friclude
6:16-18 at the 6 p.m. services
-Almighty God ols our on Sunday, May 17, at the
Fathers" by the Sanctuary Seventh and Poplar Church
Choir, and at the evening of Christ.
hour "Anthem for Spring"
Assisting in the services
by the Adult Ensemble. The will be Phil Cannon, Jerry
ENTIRE STOCK REDUCED!
ordinance of baptism will be Bolls, Denny Jones, Jr., Ray
observed
at the evening ser- Karraker, Mike Lyons, DanLAYAWAY FOR
vice.
ny Cleaver, Chuck Adams,
GRADUATION
Volunteer
nursery Lorin Watson,Fred Douglas,
workers will be Robbie Key, Jack Rose, Max Farley,
Anna Arant, and Cary James Thurmond, Jerry
Miller. Bus drivers will be Humphreys, John C. Steele,
Larry Geib, Pete Morgan, Charles Reed, Charles
and Glenn Hale.
Lamb, and Kim WeatherANT1RE STOCK REDUCED! Church Teaching, Ralph ford.
Pahl Far By Max Parker Caampaiga, 6611 Parker Treaserer, It. 4 Sax 162 Marray, Ky. 42071
Bit AIR SHOPPING CENTER-MURRAY
Bogard, director, will be at
Teen nursery helper will
9:40 a.m. and Church Train- be Rhonda Manners and

Special Fund For
Larry Butler Set Up
By Bank Of Murray

Experience Makes
The Difference

Your County Attorney is your
front line defense against
criminal activity. He makes most
decisions about whether to bring
charges and what for. Even
felony charges go through him
first.
Experienced,
mature
judgment is essential. Let's keep
an experienced prosecutor in the
courthouse.

Marjorie and Bill Major
753-0880

ALL FAMOUS NAME
WATCHES

sof)

Re-Elect Max Parker County Attorney

SPECIALS GOOD THE 18TH-23RD
lzod Shirts
Ralph Lauren Polo Shirts Reg
Western Shirts
All Western Hats

ONE WEEK ONLY
All Tennis & Swimwear
$2500
529 00 Now
One Group Men's Knits
S095
Large Group of Jeans
Now 7
S1 395
All Western Feather Bands

Go If)

25%

Off
$795

1
S 800

Many More Specials Throughout The Store

SAit
LE CORN

A USTIN

COURT SQ.

MURRAY

WHERE THE BEST DRESSED MEN SHOP

CORN-AUSTIN SAiiiLE
•

BEST .COPY AVAILABLE

